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Chapter 1

It is time...

  77% of youth do not qualify for military service due to obe-
sity, drug use, and mental health1 . 

  70% of Americans feel 6nancially stressed and 3$% of Amer-
ican adults can not cover a 5200 emergency8 . 

  2x% of Americans epwerience measurable loneliness khich 
carries the same imwacts as smo;ing a wac; of cigarettes wer 
day4 a 20% increase in dementia and 30% increase in wrema-
ture death$ .

  21% of the global wowulation kill be de6ned as obese by 
80$24 costing the economy over 5U trillion wer yearU .

1.  S.D. Oewartment of Oefense, P(ce of )eowle Analytics Q8088M. 
8080 Cuali6ed Nilitary Available QCNAM study. 

8.  BYFB and Nomentive, Tour Noney Ginancial Bon6dence 
Durvey QNarch 808$M. 

$.  'he SD Durgeon HeneralEs Advisory on the Lealing IWects of 
Docial Bonnection and Bommunity, Pur Iwidemic of Koneli-
ness and zsolation Q808$M 

U.  Zorld Pbesity Goundation, Zorld Pbesity Atlas 808$ QNarch 
808$M 
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  x2% of emwloyed kor;ers are not engaged at kor; costing 
the global economy 57.x trillion wer year in lost wroductivity. 
An additional 51.8 trillion kas swent in the S.D. on kelfare 
in 80882 .

  Oewression is considered the leading cause of disability glob-
ally2 . 

  x0% of Americans do not trust the government to do the 
right thing. Biti9en anger about economic wroblems, eswe-
cially surging inRation, drove anti government wrotests to a 
record high in 8088. 7 x 

  27% of Hen " see being an inRuencer as their tow Job choice. 
/ 

2.  )endell, #yan. ='he ZorldEs 57.x 'rillion Zor;wlace )roblem.= 
Zkk.Halluw.Bom, 1U _un. 8088, kkk.galluw.com:kor;wlace
:$/$U/7:korld-trillion-kor;wlace-wroblem.aswp. 

2.  =Oewression.= Zorld Lealth Prgani9ation, kkk.kho.int:heal
th-towics:dewression…tab!tab—1.

7. httws?::carnegieendokment.org:8088:18:0x:economic-anger
-dominated-global-wrotests-in-8088-wub-xx2x7

x. httws?::kkk.wekresearch.org:wolitics:8088:03:03:americans
-vieks-of-government-decades-of-distrust-enduring-suwwort-for
-its-role:

/. Hen  "Es  main  career  aswiration  is  to  be  an  inRu-
encer, httws?::kkk.entrewreneur.com:business-neks:khat-is
-gen-9s-no-1-career-choice-social-media-inRuencer:U2/$x7
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We can and must do BETTER.  Ze need a revolution in culture 
that moves humanity bac; to its birthright of being a creator and not 
a consumer. Bonsumerism has eroded far too much of our lives and 
lifestyles. 

zt is destroying the maJority of humanity“ truly the maJority”

Humans are not iourhsghnA and it is Rat out due to hok ke have 
alloked culture to shift akay from wositive social infrastructure that 
helws us NDl epwects us to set goals, learn s;ills, and gather to cele-
brate and suwwort wrogress as a community warticiwating in a greater 
shared mission” 

As you read through this boo;, do it kith a clear and owen mind, 
ready to learn nek kays of building a FI''I# korld. Naybe, Just 
maybe, there is a FI''I# kay than khat ke are currently doing 
and seeing all around us. zn the last 10 years ke have run a kild and 
memorable epweriment to do our wart to helw build a FI''I# korld. 
zn the last decade, ke have collaborated kith and kor;ed alongside 
all sorts of weowle that range from the tywical fol;s you thin; about 
khen you wonder kho Eruns the korldE‘)rime Ninisters, Denators, 
Hovernors, Nayors, Fillionaire )hilanthrowists, Iconomists, Sniver-
sity )residents, )rinciwals, #eal Istate Oevelowers, and wublicly traded 
comwanies khile in warallel, ke kere in meetings, conversations, and 
strategy sessions kith emwloyees of large comwanies kho feel stuc;, 
families living in shelters, students confused about the future, leaders 
of non-wro6ts, single moms, the homeless, disabled weowle, Janitors, 
and senior citi9ens. 

Tou ;nok khat they all have in common’ 'hey kant a FI''I# 
tomorrok” And you ;nok khat, ke are convinced ke have something 
swecial to get us there ‘a modern and relevant awwroach to human 
and economic werformance.
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As ke continue, z kant to emwhasi9e that ke believe this Journey 
tokards the FI''I# tomorrok starts kith the establishment of a 
concewt that ke have wioneered called =Glourishing )lans.= zt is a sim-
wle framekor; and strategy to helw weowle of all tywes design a life 
around setting goals, learning s;ills in service of the goals, and hosting 
and attending incredible events that all suwwort this wroJect-based kay 
of living. 'he design of Rourishing wlans can become more comwlep 
as you awwly it to city-kide economies, a real estate develowments, 
or corworations, khich ke kill get into later, but the wrinciwles stay 
the same‘ helw weowle set goals, learn s;ills, and attend events all in 
service of a Journey tokard individual and shared goals.

Tghs guman centered sochaf and economhc wramekorv serbes 
as a cornerstone wor yotg nurturhnA guman creathbht- and rep
afhAnhnA tge needs ow “eo“fe khtg tge needs ow a ArokhnA cht-. 
As ke katch both cities and weowle struggle, it is hard to not believe 
that things have gotten out of khac;. Nore often than not human 
and economic needs feel li;e they are at kar kith each other. 'his 
results in weowle hating the government, real estate develowers, and 
corworations because Vthe Nan  is not waying attention to the needs 
of the weowle. Zell, maybe instead of blaming the Nan and howing 
=he= 6pes it, ke should as; if ke can build our okn and FI''I# 
kay of Vhumaning=. Pne that brings harmony and balance to korld4 
6nding common ground betkeen =the Nan= and the huNan. A wath 
that doesnEt require wermission to get going. Tou see, z believe in a 
korld khere the masses design a better kay to invest in themselves as 
a community, align kith unique local and global industry trends, and 
develow a grassroots movement of human-6rst economics“ also ;nok 
as Glourishing )lans. 

Ze can build a korld khere social time is used to kor; collaboratively 
to unloc; the wotential of individuals and gather to craft a future 
ke all aswire to, enabling us to discover genuine ful6llment through 
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strengthened community bonds and the wromise of a more wroswer-
ous future. 'his is the woker of Glourishing )lans4 this simwle and 
seemingly insigni6cant concewt, khen integrated kith the tools in 
this boo;, wossess the magical ability to heal individuals, reJuvenate 
khole cities, and unleash incredible economies‘a wath to honoring 
human cawital kith the same rigor and wrofessionalism that is wlaced 
on groking HO).

Ze deswerately need that in our korld”

Image of Jim Young Kim the CEO of World Bank, Rajiv Shah the 
CEO of the Rockefeller Foundation, Tanisha Carino of Faster Cures, 
and Michael Milken. 

Zhen a communityEs social fabric becomes a shared beacon of howe 
and bottom-uw economic wrogress that shokcases the aswirations, 
dreams, and hard kor; of its members, it aka;ens something deew 
inside that reminds us all of our birthright as creators.
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zt wromwts us to reJect mindless consumerism and embrace our roles 
kith wurwose, wassion, and wride.

'his awwroach not only unleashes ;ey drivers of a strong economy, 
but also establishes social gatherings centered around goals. And here 
is the snea;y wart‘it fosters an inclusive werswective that honors and 
recogni9es the korth of others diWerent from you and transcends 
oversimwli6ed identi6ers  such as race, religion, wolitical warty, sep-
ual wreference, economic status, gender, and other divisive categories. 
jeew in mind that the most damaging thing you and z could do is to 
restrict our viek of the korld by shoving weowle into useless bopes, 
or even korse‘acting and living in such a kay that helws the korld 
believe that the bopes are truly their identity. 

Fy ta;ing a bold move to wlace relationshiws built on goals and grokth 
at the center of our korld, ke destro- tge xyo”I. Ze choose to 
lean in kith curiosity, see the wotential in others, celebrate wrogress, 
learn from each other, and begin to design a merit based korld kith 
clearer and simwli6ed on ramws to a bright future. Zhen ke invest our 
time in building goal-based creative communities li;e this, ke honor 
the creator in and around all of us. Ze unleash and ac;nokledge a 
unifying force of beauty and value in the korld by loo;ing at the howes 
and dreams of others, but ke don t stow there4 ke do the kor; to 
humbly grok together because ke need each other to achieve our big 
goals. 

Iach of us and our nations urgently needs this change, and kith this 
boo; and the tools ke wrovide, you wossess everything required to 
initiate a grassroots revolution in human Rourishing that transforms 
your life and the lives of weowle around you. ztEs more achievable 
than you might imagine. —t hs thme to do sometghnA ayout tghs 
fonAhnA hn -our yones,dhA hnz emyrace -our “asshonsz cgase 
tge yhAAer dreamz do tge korvz and fead tge ka- to a yrhAgterz 
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more gumane korfd tgat geafs tge chbhcz mentafz “g-shcafz and 
economhc hssues destayhfh hnA our korfd.

Gor a moment imagine the community you call home as being a wlace 
khere everyone, and z mean everyone, can and does set crystal clear 
goals of kho they kant to become and khat they kant to create. Hoals 
that each werson is 100% convinced kill add more beauty and value to 
the korld. 'he ;ind of goals that you krite on a mirror‘the ones that 
haunt you in a good kay li;e Baswer the friendly ghost.

'his community has been thoughtfully and intentionally designed 
in such a kay that each resident has the tools and connections that 
give them quic; access to learn the s;ills they need to accomwlish their 
goals. 'he residents actively helw neighbors accomwlish goals and learn 
s;ills because it is life-giving and fun and“ they truly ;nok that doing 
the kor; is korth it“ this is a FI''I# kay of life.

zn this community there are large, owen to the wublic, warties and 
events designed to wrovide inswiration, education, accountability, and 
celebration of the wrogress everyone is ma;ing in wursuit of these 
incredible goals. 'hese events are akesome” Yot some boring and 
dry gathering, but epweriences khere you ma;e memories and true 
friends.

zt is normal to mentor someone in this community.

zt is normal for the ;ids to have clear and big goals.

zt is normal for the government to loo; for kays to suwwort these 
wositive grassroots movements.

'hat is khat this boo; is about, helwing you build that wlace” A wlace 
khere humans and economies Rourish together” A wlace 6lled kith 
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weowle living kith wurwose and wassion khile doing the kor; that 
brings true feelings of wride. 

'his boo; is your =woc;et guide= to understanding the wrinciwles ke 
believe in and to guide you in designing and imwlementing a com-
munity and culture that unloc;s a social and economic infrastructure, 
enabling weowle and wlaces to Rourish. Ivery community on Iarth can 
bene6t from a shared global framekor; on hok to =human= better. Ze 
need a shared story, vision, and wrocess that ke can all wursue together 
‘ one that gives us a sense of unity and a shared belief and wrocess to 
see the good in each other.

Lokever, to be clear, a successful imwlementation of a Glourishing 
)lan kill awwear unique and diWerent in every wlace because... I I#T 
)KABI zD SYzCSI AYO OzGGI#IY'””” Zhile events might be 
similar, and the rhythm of khy and hok ke gather might feel the 
same, the stories, weowle, and industry focus of the gatherings kill 
be diWerent. Ze kill delve into this more later in the boo;. Gor nok, 
though, understand that the last thing ke kant to see is a slek of clone 
communities attemwting to emulate the nept =cool= city.

Lok did that kor; out for all those cities kanting to be li;e Dan 
Grancisco... and, letEs be honest, ke donEt need every city to be Just li;e 
the others. 'he idea of everyone being =coders= kas a bad one. 'he 
concewt of every government aiming to develow a =life sciences cluster= 
is also misguided. Bawitalism has evolved, and it is time ke change 
hok ke unleash a FI''I# future of kor;, live, wlay, learn, and create 
‘ a model and awwroach that honors the unique suwerwokers of a 
local wlace and its weowle khile leveraging the best warts and realities 
of modern cawitalism.

zn the chawters ahead, ke kill share kith you the wrograms and sys-
tems ke have develowed and teach you the best wractices ke have 
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learned in the trenches. 'he wrinciwles ke teach kill helw you, your 
friends, and your community ta;e bac; control of your lives and 
communities. zt is time to utili9e your time to unleash creativity, forge 
deewer friendshiws, and engage in the hard and korthkhile kor; of 
creating valuable and beautiful things kith your neighbors. zt is time 
ke boldly ta;e a stand and stow kasting our lives wlaying video games, 
scrolling aimlessly on social media, getting lost in another youtube 
rabbit hole, katching more of BYY to see hok bad the korld is, or 
bar-howwing night after night in howes to stumble into some form of 
=Joy=.

zt is wossible to build a society khere our lives are are swent creating 
wroducts, art, softkare, and hardkare4 creative communities building 
the future. zt is wossible, and damnit z epwect you to ta;e a wledge to 
Rourish instead of Rounder.

'o become better.

'o be more.

'o add beauty and value to the korld.

_oin us on a Journey to discover, dream, design, and deliver stronger 
communities and economies.

Tou kill notice that much of this boo; is about building creative 
communities to build valuable s;ills, comwanies, and inventions. 'his 
awwroach is imwortant because ke are aiming to harmoni9e the hu-
man condition kith the global drum beat and cadence used to grok 
economies. Ze ta;e this awwroach because it has the woker to align 
government and corworate investment, trillions of dollars, directly 
bac; into weowle, our greatest asset.
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Zith that said, do not be fooled“  this isnEt Just about businesses, 
innovation, hustle, or economics, it is a snea;y wlan to redesign culture 
to helw everyone come fully alive and achieve a Rourishing human race”

zf you ta;e this boo; seriously and start imwlementing the simwle 
stews ke suggest, it kill only ta;e you U-3 hours wer kee; to start a 
movement that unleashes the best in you and your community. 'hat 
may be the same amount of time you swend hitting the snoo9e button 
each kee;, it might be the same amount of time you swend katching 
your favorite '  shok, or even korse... it could be the same amount 
of time you swend thin;ing about kays you could change the korld, 
only to 6nd yourself daydreaming and not daydoing.

All that to say, you got this4 it is time to act, and keEre right here to run 
alongside you in this cra9y korld that often feels li;e a dumwster 6re. 
z believe this boo; kill serve as a beacon of howe and here are three 
reasons khy? 

1. 'his boo; kill wrovide you kith a nek mental framekor; to 
shift your focus and ta;e action. zt is fun to debate wolitics, 
kar, aliens, religion, and kho actually ;illed Iwstein, but 
instead letEs focus on the things in our okn bac;yards that 
matter and that ke can control.

8. 'his boo; kill wrovide you kith a nek and simwle theory of 
change for the strategic and structured awwroach to modern 
social and economic develowment. 

$. 'his boo; kill wrovide you kith a community of li;e minded 
korld changers and a ton of tools to helw you build the 
brighter tomorrok.

Zith that said, it is time“ letEs go” 



Chapter 2

The Eyes I've 
Earned

I am like you.

I want better.

I want more.

For the past 25 years, I've been on a wild ride, experimenting and 
cooking up a BETTER world. It's a tale of how I transformed into a 
relentless optimist, diving head-rst into the realms of poverty, wealth, 
creativity, culture, history, psychology, economics, the Industrial Rev!
olution, capitalism, loneliness, hope, religion, deaths of despair, hap!
piness, welfare, virtue, government, game theory, mentorship, money, 
and morality. 

Buckle up for the adventureq

It has led me to places on this earth and to take actions I could have 
never have dreamed of as a little boy. The stories I'm about to share 
with you in this chapter might seem like an odd or random thing to 
weave into this book, but these are a few of the key moments that 
have helped shape my heart and mind. I am not highlighting these 
in an attempt to impress you, but instead in an eNort to help you 
understand the uniCue eyes I have earned and to learn why I see the 
world the way I do. I am deeply grateful to each person who has added 
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perspectives and value to my life. I'm eCually grateful for the battle 
scars and dirt under my -ngernails that has made me into me. 1y life 
has been more interesting than I ever expected and I look forward to 
new stories, hopefully including you and the communities we impact 
together.

The Early Years

Hs far back as I can remember, I was immersed in a world of what 
we might call PunderdogsP. I grew up in a lower middle!class family 
and in my family it was a priority to serve others. This mostly came 
from my mother's staunch Gispanic and Satholic childhood. 9art 
of her youth was spent in 9uerto Rico, where my 8randmother was 
born and my mother was immersed in the culture. In this culture,  
you do your part to be someone who adds value and looks out for 
your neighbors along the way. This heritage of working hard, taking 
care of neighbors, and always -nding time and money to serve others 
with bled into her parenting. In the mid "03’'s, before I even entered 
kindergarten, my mother had me serving as a peer role model in group 
play settings with down syndrome and autistic children at a local 
non!pro-t program. I only knew them as my friends. This exposure 
and environment provided me with a mental framework and gave me 
eyes to look beyond the cultural beliefs of someone who is PdiNerentP. 
It taught me to see how we are similar, how we all have a role to play in 
adding value to the world, and how all of us showing up and learning 
to be our best, regardless of ability, is a shared obligation. 

This education continued in the early 0’'s as I was oNered a role to 
work in a summer camp designed to provide a positive environment 
and mentorship for children who were the custody of the state. Hs a 
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middle schooler, I found myself struggling to understand how -ve year 
olds didn”t have a family and that the government was their jparentD. 
I speci-cally remember one young man I had to run after and stop 
from running into a busy street. Ge ?ust wanted to run away from 
everything. This moment shocked, disturbed, and hurt as I was -lled 
with complex thoughts. It appeared to me that he hated his life so 
much that he was willing to risk dying in traWc and try to live on his 
own to escape the system he was in. zid he hate me6 Ohould I let him 
run6 4hat is so bad about the system6 Sould my family help more6 

Hfter I stopped him, we sat as he cried. H while later, he shared his 
confused thoughts and frustrations with me. Aver that summer, we 
became friends as I learned more about the realities of the world. I 
hoped for something BETTER. 

Adventures And My 20's

In high school, this thread of a BETTER world and doing my part 
continued. It blended into a version of me in my late teens and early 
twenties that used my heart and mind to create a leadership program 
for youth. It provided them with opportunities to work alongside the 
poor in collapsed Korth Hmerican industrial towns and in developing 
nations across the world.

I will never forget standing there at 2" years of age in Hrusha, Tan7ania 
working with a local non!pro-t and community leaders, as we worked 
to put a new roof on the mud hut that an incredible grandmother 
and her grandchildren lived in. Hll of her children had died of the 
HIzO epidemic, and she was the only person left to take care of her 
"; grandchildren. zuring the day, she collected -rewood to sell as a 
way to support the family she loved and watched over. I will never 
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forget her and the tired face and strong arms she had built toiling for 
the people she loves.

zuring my time in Tan7ania, I encountered a vendor at the local 
market who speciali7ed in selling rope and various metals. Intrigued, I 
approached him and asked if he could source metal to create bracelets 
for the —“ high school students and mentors accompanying me on the 
trip. 4e developed a routine of talking most days when I visited the 
market.

Hs my stay in 1oshi neared its end, the vendor surprised me with 
an unexpected propositionU his granddaughter's hand in marriage. Ge 
suggested that by me taking her to Hmerica, she might have a chance 
at a better future. 1y heart sank as I reali7ed his intentions were driven 
by a deep desire for something more for his family, a hope he held onto 
despite the challenges. 8iving his granddaughter to someone he barely 
knew seemed to him a potential path to a better tomorrow.

This encounter left a lasting impact on me, fueling my obsession with 
creating a better world for individuals like him and his family. Oo many 
people are desperate for something better and willing to go to great 
and terrifying lengths to secure a glimmer of hope for their loved ones.
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A local nonprofit leader and I evaluating a weak wall of a construction 
project in Tanzania.

Image I took at the market of the man who sold me the bracelets and 
offered me his granddaughter as a wife so she could get to America.
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A few of the children at the orphanage in Moshi, Tanzania. 

I continued to run programs for youth that provided leadership de!
velopment experiences to bridge the cushy life of most teens with the 
harsh realities of the world we inhabit. zuring this time, the show 
PExtreme Gome 1akeoverP was a huge hit, and a group of us came 
up with a wild idea of remodeling a home in a week for someone who 
truly deserved it. 4e reached out to a few local agencies that worked 
with elderly citi7ens living below the poverty line, and they identi-ed 
one woman living without plumbing who was also mentally disabled. 
Hfter learning more about her, we reali7ed that if anyone deserved a 
complete home remodel, it was this woman.

+ou see, bored and misguided kids in this town often left behind bro!
ken windows and graWtiQthings that tend to happen when people 
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lack purpose, passion, mentorship, and can't see a path to a hopeful 
future. In this speci-c instance, local kids sought ways to torment this 
older woman, and someone actually killed the woman's cat, hanging 
it above her door as a cruel ?oke. I can only assume it was the same 
children looking for a thrill, and in their stupidity, they shattered a 
woman's happiness and murdered her friend. I am haunted by that 
story and the pain of that woman. Remodeling her home  brought a 
smile to her face, but the deep feeling that we need a better way for our 
world was continuing to grow.

These programs expanded in reach, creativity, and impact. Ooon, I 
found myself designing and leading events with thousands of youth 
participating in them. Jnderpinning these events was a system to help 
teens discover what is happening in the world that matters, guide 
them in dreaming about a goal based on their discoveries, help them 
design a plan to achieve that goal, and then provide programs to 
support them in following the set plan to deliver on their goal. This 
leadership training program became a catalyst for change, leading me 
to meetings with statewide oWcials in education and ?uvenile ?ustice 
programs.
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One of the high school students from North America learning how to 
carry water like locals do.

A few of the high school boys and I after a late night soccer game against 
the local team in Peru. 
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Late 20's And The Pivot To Business

Hs I dove headlong into doing my best to create positive change in 
the world with innovative ideas and systems that shift culture toward 
something BETTER, a few businessmen with children going through 
these programs introduced me to the idea that I could apply the same 
creativity and systems thinking to the business world to create impact 
and pro-t. 

Intrigued and a bit confused, I asked more Cuestions about what they 
saw in me that would apply to the business world. Hfter they explained 
that if I could design and run a trip to Hfrica with —’L high school kids 
that I could absolutely handle business. 

Hfter a few more conversations, I found myself taking a role consulting 
for these investors. H few of the companies that they had invested in 
weren't performing as well as they had hoped. Even after they had 
tried all sorts of solutions they still couldn't get them back on track. 
Their thought was to cut me loose to learn about each business and 
then propose solutions I wanted to try. Oince I had no formal business 
training and never completed Sollege, this approach gave me freedom 
to creatively experiment with nontraditional ways of solving business 
problems. …uickly, I understood a diNerent side of the world that I 
had ignored, and I started hiring, -ring, running uniCue marketing 
and sales campaigns, and even taking on legal battles with local gov!
ernments. Hfter some wins and losses, I was successful at leading the 
exit of one of their companies for more than they had even hoped for. 
I Cuickly established myself as a successful turnaround management 
consultant who took a PdiNerent approach.P
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This newfound world of business intrigued me. I spent time reading 
books, making connections, and testing more of my ideas. Ooon this 
led me to launch my -rst startup with one of the investors, and I found 
myself in a new role as a co!founder of the company that was the -rst 
to put the entire body of 9sychology on the internet to provide more 
access and better service to psychology students.

An this ?ourney of my -rst startup, I met the famous 9sychologist B# 
Fogg who is the founder of the Otanford Behavior Vab and author of 
Tiny Gabits. I was fortunate to work alongside zr. Oteven Ginshaw, 
the previous chair of the 9sychology zepartment of JS Berkeley and 
former editor of the most Cuoted professional ?ournal in the -eld. Hs 
I was working with these world!class psychologists, I also had my -rst 
interactions with Pthe man,P The HO99B, The Hssociation of Otate 
and 9rovincial 9sychology Boards.  PThe 1anP  is the licensing body 
that provided many psychologists with their licenses and produced 
and protected the test all licensed psychologists had to pass. Hfter 
getting to know some of the folks at HO99B, I decided I wanted to 
hire one of their directors to come work for us. Hfter getting to know 
each other a bit more, I had the good fortune of being able to hire her 
away from them to come work with our startup.

This landed me in the industry hot seat because( Pyou don't do thatqP. 
…uickly, I found a gift I had for ru)ing the feathers of Pnormal.P I was 
even told by internal team members that none of the HO99B staN were 
allowed to speak with me anymore. 

Vong story short, after years of hard work and breaking the rules of 
Pnormal,P this company became the &" test prep company in Korth 
Hmerica for licensed psychologists, and even today, it is the leading 
provider of E999 exam preparation. Ane of the key things that set 
our company apart from the others was our approach to leveraging 
technology as a tool to help psychologists better prepare for exams 
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and to access content. I had always been interested in the power of 
mobile phones to become a tool to make our lives better and had even 
worked for a cell phone distributor in the 0’'s ?ust to have access to the 
newest technology. 1y belief that phones would become the Premote 
controlP for our lives became a central thesis in my startup work. In this 
-rst startup, we provided mobile!friendly online access. Aur ads even 
promoted the idea that you could review P/ashcardsP on your phone 
back in 2’’0. Hs I watched technology act as a diNerentiator for us, I 
became increasingly fascinated with how tech could assist humans in 
the pursuit of our goals.

I went on to launch two other mobile tech startups. Ane was the -rst 
to use …R codes in the real estate industry on signs to provide mo!
bile!-rst residential home websites, and the second was in partnership 
with Richard Branson's :irgin Hmerica, as we became the -rst in the 
world to launch a social network at “5,’’’ feet. Each time I launched 
a company, I would look for ways to not only create a better product 
that was easier to use, better priced, and fun, but I also wanted to 
make sure the product served the target audience in a more authentic 
way. Typically, I found myself going against the grain of the industry 
because I didn't know there was a Pright wayP to do thingsU I looked 
for the BETTER way.

I had a bit of an obsession with using technologyQmobile devices at 
the timeQto try and improve the world. +ou will see later how this 
theme reconnects with the tools I'm building today but before that, 
you may recall that I mentioned earlier meeting B# Fogg. +ou may not 
know, but in 2’’—, B# started exploring the use of technology to design 
behavior. The conversations we have had over the years ranged from 
tech to training psychologists to how things like Facebook %1ETH  
were going to forever change the world. The classes and research lab at 
Otanford that B# ran shaped a generation as he in/uenced the founders 
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of Onapchat, Instagram, and Tristan Garris, the man behind PThe 
Oocial zilemmaP documentary. 

Image of Richard Branson during the launch of Virgin America's 
Nerd Bird and the launch of our inflight mobile social network; Here 
On Biz. 
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Article about our software being launched inflight with Virgin 
America
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Image of Guy Kawasaki promoting our inflight social network and 
inflight startup pitch day. 
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Photo of Sir Richard Branson kissing me while on a plane for a photo 
shoot. Long but funny story.

When World's Collide

Hs you can imagine, diving into startups and the world of business 
mixed in with my social impact and non!pro-t background served as 
a uniCue foundation. It felt a bit like #ekyll and Gyde. In my 2’'s, I 
was asked to speak at the 1assachusetts Institute of Technology about 
the future of mobile devices and residential real estate. I was also asked 
to speak at a funeral for a "— year old boy who committed suicide 
over a speeding ticket. The young man believed his family would never 
forgive him. Both speaking engagements made me nervous, but ad!
dressing a crowd of nearly ",’’’ students about hope in the face of fear 
is an experience that stays with you. The belief that there is something 
so much more important and sacred than ?ust making money was 
continuing to become very real. 
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In 2’"", I found myself living in Vos Hngeles and being known as an 
PentrepreneurP who had sold multiple tech startups and had a back!
ground in nonpro-ts. Hs I began expanding my network in VH, I was 
invited to ?oin the 1ilken Institute, an economic think tank, as one 
of their young leaders. Aur work there focused on solutions for ?ob 
creation, access to capital, and accelerating medical cures. zuring this 
time, I was able to be part of early conversations that shaped crowd!
funding policy and even later was able to participate in discussions that 
led to the Ships and Ocience Hct. 1y invitation to ?oin this economic 
think tank coincided with the early days of the Accupy 1ovement 
and the destabili7ing JO economyQan impactful dichotomy that I 
do not forget. 9articipants in the Accupy movement expressed frus!
tration and anger towards what they saw as a system that favored the 
wealthy elite at the expense of the ma?ority. They were frustrated with 
economic policies, corporate greed, and perceived many social in?us!
tices. Gigh unemployment rates, student loan debt, and the widening 
wealth gap fueled a demand for change in the existing socio!economic 
and political systems. 1any people critici7ed the lack of a clear agenda 
or leadership within the Accupy 1ovement, while others Cuestioned 
the eNectiveness of how they chose to protest, but for me one thing 
was abundantly clear( there was a need for something better. 

The early part of my career, working with disadvantaged youth and 
the poor in both the Jnited Otates and internationally, provided an 
odd and wonderful backdrop to my two contrasting worlds of Phaves 
and have not'sP. I'd be in a ballroom listening to powerful ceo's one 
minute and then talking with protesters from the occupy movement 
the next about what kind of change they hoped for. 

This experience was sobering and began shaping my Pnext actP.

I began to write and ponder how to solve these seemingly intractable 
problems. This evolved into an all encompassing vision to redesign!
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ing high school education, welfare programs, social security, philan!
thropy, and government r  d into both new managed programs and 
city wide social gatherings. H completely new approach that would 
align workforce training and government subsidies entitlements with 
market based innovation needs. In essence I was trying to turn stu!
dents, senior citi7ens, and anyone who was unemployed or underem!
ployed into a national innovation network. H total reset of economic 
incentives that could serve as a modern merit!based, inclusive, social 
and economic infrastructure for our nation. H potential way to spark 
a profound societal shift that honored the new and unexpected pres!
sures facing society and capitalism.  1y goal was and is to provide a 
vision and plan that can reshape the way we approach work and being 
humanU harmoniously and abundantly unleashing the best in people 
and economies simultaneously. 

H way to unleash the masses as the world's innovation lab.

A Theory Takes Shape

Hs this vision took shape I began to look for ways to run experiments. 
Hs a bold move, I chose a small town in a rural state to deploy the basic 
concepts as a test to build and align grassroots social and economic 
infrastructure with the workforce and innovation needs of the Pkings 
of capitalismP. This adventure introduced me to friends and rooms I 
could never have imagined. I was having personal conversations about 
investing in overlooked people and places with an economist from the 
4alton Family, a Mennedy family member, and a Rothschild. 

1y world has seen both sides of the coin. I have worked with or!
phans in the slums of 9eru and then found myself in rooms with 
1ichael 1ilken, Ray zalio, Men 8riWn, and other billionaires as 
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they discussed the need for better approaches to capitalism to address 
the growing concern of a potential class war due to the ineCuality of 
opportunity. 

Photo I took in Trujillo, Peru after a day of working in the slums. 
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A new friend I made in Peru. 

zid you know that in 9eru, some of the housing for the poor can 
be found in old land-ll locationsQliteral dumps6 This is where I 
ran summer camp activities for kids whose parents had either died or 
given them up to the orphanage. I have countless stories of children so 
desperate to be hugged, ?ust wanting to be seen or noticed. 1eanwhile, 
others would act out angrily or with hostility toward us due to the 
sadness and realities of their situations. I've been bitten and spat on 
by children who have no social skills, who drink Soca!Sola because it 
is cheaper and cleaner than the water they can getQthey are angry at 
life.

Hs each day ended in 9eru, I'd watch an exhausted bunch of high 
school students from the Jnited Otates who were too cool to show 
emotion at school in the J.O. bawl their eyes out as they left each day 
due to a deeper understanding of the realities of pain in the world. 
These moments, where raw emotions collide with stark realities, leave 
a PforeverP mark on one's lifeQespecially when contrasting them with 
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experiences of a room -lled with billionaires discussing shared pros!
perity.

Bloomberg Kews even highlighted the irony of one experience I was 
fortunate to participate in. They made note of the exorbitant prices for 
drinks, food, and event tickets, underscoring how detached everyone 
in the room must be from the world's harsh realities. I am grateful to 
be someone who has spent time both in the slums with the poor and 
at the Beverly Gilton alongside the world's richest.

Ken Griffin, Citadel CEO on Bloomberg News at the Milken Global 
Conference I was attending. 
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Photo I took while at the conference of Ray Dalio, Michael Milken, 
and Ken Griffin.

Hs I ran more tests, I would -nd myself asking Cuestions about ideas 
that might be a key piece to scaling the planQsomething BETTER. 

I once had a conversation with an Hdministrator of a Jniversity, zr. 
Buck, who told me about a federal education system that had profes!
sors and oWces in every single Sounty and 9arish. Ge shared this with 
because I had expressed my idea and need for a nationwide network 
of buildings where we could run events, oNering locals a chance to 
connect with like!minded people, discover the future happening in 
their own town, and receive tools and mentorship to take steps toward 
goals they dreamed about. I had asked both leaders at Hpple and 
4almart to allow me to run tests out of their stores as a rural and urban 
strategy, but at the time, I was told no. Oo this news of an alternative 
system with professors and a relationship to research universities was a 
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breath of fresh air and sounded like an even better planq I was sold and 
decided I had to try and broker a partnership to connect residents of a 
state with community experiences that would allow them to discover 
the future, dream about their role in it, design a plan, and work 
towards delivering on that plan with new found friends( right in 
their own townsq

Fast forward, and this led to my participation in the launch of an 
award!winning coding program on Kative Hmerican Reservations, in 
military base communities, in the state capital, and small rural towns 
across an entire state. I collaborated with Hpple Inc., Eric Ochmidt's 
Family Foundation %known as Ochmidt Futures , the Vand 8rant 
Jniversities, and the Sooperative Extension Oystem. 4hen this sys!
tem was implemented, we even had events and an innovation program 
in the city where Kapoleon zynamite was -lmed. This experience 
only emboldened my belief that systems can and should be changed. 

I have been fortunate to co!author bipartisan federal legislation to 
reform the ways we invest in building grassroots communities and 
economies. It has been shaped directly by the experiment you ?ust read 
about and by years of conversations and meetings in communities all 
around the world. I kid you not, this PideaP has taken me to hundreds 
of cities and multiple countries as we have delivered pro?ects in "2 
states and three countries. I've met with the president of a central 
bank in the afternoon and then with a family living in poverty that 
evening. I will -nd myself attending a high school football game in 
the 1ississippi zelta as the only white man in the entire stadium and 
then the next minute walking the streets with a mayor talking with 
residents of a town that experienced a 5x ?ump of babies being born 
with drug withdrawals due to the opioid crisis.
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Image of one of the sites for the free coding program launch. 
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Another front porch conversation as I walked small town America. 
This community saw the number of babies born with drug with-
drawals spike by five fold.
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A quiet street in the southern part of the United States that is empty 
and night and full of broken windows. 

Religion, Politics, And Gunwre 

1uch of my life has been shaped by experiences touching both pover!
ty and wealth, but it also delves deep into societal, political, religious, 
and tribal experiences. I have been stopped at gunpoint in the middle 
of a desertU driven in the 1iddle East as rockets were -red overheadU 
played the role of zavid in a re!enactment of zavid vs. 8oliath in the 
Elah :alleyU drank Turkish coNee in the mornings with my 1uslim 
friends in HfricaU walked and talked about the capture of Oaddam 
Gussein and J.O. military strategy with my skeptical friends in Israel. 

I will never forget walking past riot gear on the steps of the Temple 
1ount in #erusalem and thinking about the very complex and fragile 
world we live in. I don't know all the answersU I don't know all the 
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stories of how we got here, I don't think all of my ideas are right, but 
I do think often about these moments as they inform my actions and 
intent.

An image I took at the Temple Mount during one of my trips to Israel. 
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Riot shields leaning against the wall at the Temple Mount.

Photo prayers being offered at the Wailing Wall, also called the Kotel.

It was 2’2" and I was en route to a meet with a man who is now a 
director of the Kew +ork state prison employment program. 4e were 
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getting together to discuss innovative ways to integrate the work we 
do with his. Before reaching his oWce, I pulled over to FaceTime with 
the SEA of a former J.O. 9resident's Family Foundation to discuss 
legislation I had been working on to provide people who are out of 
work with better pathways to learn modern skills through communi!
ty based innovation activities, the Kational Innovation and 1odern 
Okills Training Hct. Hs we spoke, I walked near the mostly empty 
industrial oWce of a company that once employed Y5,’’’ people in 
the town, it now only employed ;’’.

This city and the setting around me served as an perfect backdrop to 
our conversation. Hs I walked through the entrance of a run down 
city park there were a group of men sitting around, listening to rap 
music, and smoking weed. Hs I walked deeper into the park our 
conversation revolved around the need for policy changesU new and 
better approaches to inspire, honor, and activate the massesQmoving 
beyond impotent government programs that leave people isolated, 
depressed, and hopeless. Hs I was providing an update on the status 
of the legislation and the strategic next steps, gun-re broke out. 4e 
both stopped talking as we heard the shots. Ge looked at me through 
the FaceTime and asked, PIs that gun -re6P 4ith my heart racing I 
began to look around and con-rmed that yes it was and I began to run 
back toward my car. Ge stayed on the call with me to ensure I got to 
safety as I Cuickly moved back to my car and back on the road. #ust 
seconds before the shots broke out, I had mentioned the men at the 
entrance of the park and pointed out how this new policy was designed 
for people ?ust like them. H new social and economic infrastructure 
that honors and empowers the potential inside each of them. The need 
for better ways to provide clear on!ramps to the PHmerican zreamP 
became continually and painfully evident.

zuring this same decade, I had watched a documentary called, 'Re!
Cuiem For the Hmerican zream'. It was by Koam Shomsky and I had 
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never heard of him. The data in it was challenging to me and pushed 
me even harder to share what I had come up with as a solution to many 
of the issues he was laying out. The -lm inspired me to reach out to 
him and see if he would be open to meeting and discuss my work and 
theory of change. Vong email threads eventually lead to zr. Koam 
Shomsky's and I discussing modern capitalism and new approaches 
to social and economic inclusive merit based systems. Aur conversa!
tion was lively, and I continue to believe there is a more beautiful and 
moral way to deliver the bene-ts of capitalism without the damage we 
often see.

It has been one interesting life. I have keynoted a conference alongside 
of Former Opeaker of the Gouse Republican 9aul Ryan and I have 
been interviewed on Bloomberg Kews right next to Salifornia 8ov!
ernor and zemocrat 8avin Kewsom. This wild ride over the last "’ 
years has taken me to over Y’’ communities across the globe with one 
mission  Pho? do ?e create a BETTER system": H system that 
would leave us HVV proud of the lives we live and the world we create. 
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Noam Chomsky and I after an afternoon of discussing my goals, 
theories, and experiments. 
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Former speaker of the House Paul Ryan and I after we spoke at an 
economics and industry trends conference. 
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Governor Gavin Newsom and I being interviewed by Bloomberg News 
Anchor, Emily Chang.

I share some of my life experiences to show you that I am deeply 
committed to trying to design solutions that lift others out of poverty 
while preserving a merit!based system. I am not tethered to any par!
ticular political ideologyU my aim is to shape a world that not only 
heals the hearts, minds, and bodies of the broken but also unleashes 
incredible economic abundance. 1y life has been a balance between 
the worlds of social and economic impact. This book delves into the 
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science and art of uniting these two worlds. I'm here to share the 
lessons I”ve learned, personally and professionally, about designing 
communities for social and economic impact.

The future relies on individuals like you and meQthose dedicated to 
sparking a BETTER future.

It is time we begin to build cities in a manner that honors the power 
and potential locked inside each person. 4e need to turn city building 
into a team sportQa movement of human /ourishing built on each 
of us setting goals bigger than ourselves and doing so in community. 
4hy in community6 Because it builds bonds with others in a way that 
makes you proud of your fellow man and ourselves. It builds bridges as 
we strive to achieve our goals and forces us to ask for help from others 
who care about us. It builds perspectives that the world is not as bad as 
we may have thought and hope that we can and are doing something 
about the mess we have made.

+ou may have noticed by now that I have a tendency to look at prob!
lems and passionately try to do my best to make a diNerence. Aften, 
I like to look for disruptive, uniCue, and innovative ways to accom!
plish my goals, and that hasn't changed. I learned this by meeting 
and studying people like Tony Fadell, the 8odfather of the i9od and 
i9hone and zaniel Mottke, employee one at Hpple and Oteve #obs 
roommate. Ane thing they all have in common is that they, along 
with B# Fogg, Cuestion the poor use of technology in society and 
the negative impacts it has on humans. I agree and I say it is time 
we -ght back and we use systems, psychology, culture design, policy, 
and technology to build a better way. 4e can't shrink back and only 
let pointless platforms use the best strategies and softwares, we need 
to unleash human potential and deepen connections in communities 
using the same tactics and tools. Brad Omith, 9resident of 1icrosoft 
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once commented that technologies are tools or weapons. I think it is 
time we use them better. 

Article from FastCompany quoting Tony Fadell, who is one of the key 
contributors to the iPhone and iPod at Apple. 
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Picture I took of Chuck Salter, Sr. Editor of Fast Company, interview-
ing Tony Fadell and a startup founder. 
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article from Wired Magazine discussing the belief that BJ Fogg's 
model on behavior that addicted society to the wrong thing could be 
redesigned to focus on the right thing. 

To get moving with oNering you and the world better tools, I wrote 
this book to kick!start a global conversation about better social and 
economic infrastructure but I also helped start Y companies that op!
erate collectively, focusing on unlocking better human and economic 
performanceQa system designed to help us all PhumanP better.

These companies are

  Build CitiesI  H digital network built on the BETTER 
method, allowing people worldwide to share their pro?ects 
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and skills, gather for events, and collaborate locally and glob!
ally. It is designed for universal use, with features for gov!
ernments, corporations, and real estate developers to attract 
and support their target residents, employees, and tenants by 
providing better social and economic infrastructure. Build 
Sities is the modern work, live, play, learn, create network, 
and within less than "2 months, the user base has spanned 
2’’ cities. #oin us and -nd what you have been looking for 
personally and professionally.

  Vnnovation CollectiveI H community design -rm built on 
the BETTER method that has designed and delivered social 
and economic impact strategies for governments, family of!
-ces, real estate developers, and corporate clients across "“ 
states and in three countries. 

  ReAlign 1enturesI H venture fund, but not your typical 
venture fund, as it is built to support the BETTER method. 
The -rm partners with communities using the BETTER 
method and works alongside them to surface, support, in!
vest, and scale breakthrough ideas from these people. It de!
ploys a network of over “’’ mentors spanning the globe 
into BETTER communities. They participate in pitch days, 
think tanks, and leadership retreats, helping us identify great 
people and ideas as we deploy wisdom, access, and capital to 
the next great entrepreneurs.

  VC ReBuildI Hn industry leader in designing, developing, 
and activating properties for the modern work, live, play, 
learn, create lifestyle using the BETTER method as the super 
amenity. It operates from a belief that the real estate industry 
has created emotionless PboxesP and la7ily relied on market 
forces to -ll them up. ReBuild uses an approach to activate 
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properties and attract or retain tenants that rede-nes the 
PwhyP behind the Pwhere.P

I share these companies to help you see that I am taking this very 
seriously and am here to do my part. I would encourage you to check 
the companies out on our website for Hesop Industries Inc.

To close out this chapter, I want to share an article I wrote in zecem!
ber 2’"—. It was later published in VentureBeat, in #anuary of 2’"3. 
This article will help you understand that this book has been years in 
the making. 4e have re-ned what we have learned from thousands of 
events while helping unleash the creator inside of tens of thousands of 
people. 

1entureBeat 208xI

Over the past few years, eco-
nomic inequality  has  be-
come  a  topic  of  focus  for 
economists, politicians, and 
leaders  of  industry.  Tech 
titans and politicians are 
starting to discuss concepts 
like the future of capital-
ism,  universal  basic  in-
come,  and  wealth  redis-
tribution as the technolo-
gy they’ve developed starts to 
automate more and more 
jobs.
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New  York,  Los  Angeles, 
San Francisco, and Seattle 
have seen average wages rise 
at an unprecedented rate, 
while smaller towns across 
middle America have, in 
many cases,  lost  jobs  and 
businesses.  This  has  been 
compounded by a mix of 
highly skilled talent fleeing 
to coastal technology hubs, 
the disruption of tradition-
al industries, and the dis-
integration of a communal 
spirit of working towards a 
brighter future.

This  opportunity  gap  be-
tween big cities and small 
towns has raised the ques-
tion: Is the U.S. facing eco-
nomic  doom  and  gloom, 
or  is  it  on  the  brink  of 
finding a way to reignite 
the American dream? At 
the  very  heart  of  Amer-
ica  is  the  thought  that 
everyone is  created equal 
and that Americans can, 
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through  their  own  hard 
work, be successful. But as 
more and more jobs become 
automated through robotics 
and artificial intelligence, 
will this hold true?

Many different plans have 
been  proposed  as  of  late. 
Some call for teaching more 
people to code, others focus 
on bringing manufactur-
ing back to American soil or 
creating clusters of research. 
Would  these  investments 
help? Yes. Will they create a 
path to upward mobility for 
millions of Americans? No. 
There is a much more ur-
gent problem that govern-
ment and economic agen-
cies often overlook: the lack 
of authentic, inclusive com-
munity that is rampant in 
our nation.

Building  a  BETTER 
community:
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What is an authentic, in-
clusive  community?  Can 
it really affect a nation’s 
economy?

An  authentic,  inclusive 
community  is  one  where 
anyone  can on  a  regular 
basis meet together, share 
their story, understand each 
other’s strengths and weak-
nesses, and rally around a 
shared goal whereby they 
assist  each other in turn-
ing their dreams into re-
ality.  It  is  a  communi-
ty where groups of  people 
gather  outside  of  indus-
try cliques  and paid net-
working events. All people, 
regardless of their profes-
sional background, have an 
open-door invite to meet up 
and help each other address 
their personal and profes-
sional goals.
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Today in the U.S., the ma-
jority of Americans do not 
have $500 in savings to cov-
er  a  surprise  bill.  Lone-
liness  is  now  considered 
by  many  to  be  an  epi-
demic,  and  more  Amer-
icans  than  ever  are  suf-
fering from anxiety, stress, 
and depression.  It  is  safe 
to say that many humans 
in the U.S. could hardly be 
described as “flourishing.” 
And if the people of a so-
ciety  are  not  able  to  give 
the best  versions of them-
selves to their work, fami-
lies, and community, their 
job performance will suffer. 
As  more  and  more  peo-
ple find themselves in sim-
ilar states of existence, com-
panies will face decreased 
performance. If enough in-
dustries are plagued by a 
lack of excellence in their 
workforce,  an  entire  na-
tion’s  GDP  will  suffer  a 
blow.
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How then can cities begin 
to build authentic, inclu-
sive communities? I believe 
they have been focusing on 
the wrong plans. Govern-
ment and civic organiza-
tions have thrown money 
at one-size-fits-all solutions. 
Towns often compete with 
one another just to convince 
a large corporation to move 
to  town  —  a  corporation 
that may very well end up 
leaving a few years later for 
another town.

Instead,  towns  across  the 
nation must now begin the 
real  work  of  creating  a 
tight-knit community that 
can work together toward a 
shared economic goal.

For  the  past  four  years, 
we’ve  been  quietly  devel-
oping  a  model  to  do  just 
that through the Innova-
tion Collective, an econom-
ic transformation agency. 
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The Innovation Collective 
encourages towns to set up 
a  monthly  gathering  of 
neighbors, friends, cowork-
ers,  and  strangers  where 
they talk with local lead-
ers and entrepreneurs who 
love their town. You may 
be  tempted  to  think  that 
there isn’t anyone like that 
in  your  town;  you  would 
be wrong. The woman who 
has  run the  grocery  store 
for 25 years; the man who 
has  owned  a  car  dealer-
ship for 15 years; the CEO 
of the community hospital; 
the janitor at the local high 
school: Each of them has in-
spiring stories to tell, lessons 
to pass on, and a strong vi-
sion for the community they 
live in.

These events are inclusive: 
Anyone can come, free of 
charge,  and  over  free  re-
freshments meet other peo-
ple just like them. Anyone 
who attends gets to spend 
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time  talking  with  those 
telling  their  story.  Any-
one  who  comes  can  share 
their struggles, ask for help, 
and even ask for vetting of 
the startup idea they’ve al-
ways dreamed about. From 
middle school  students  to 
retired multi-millionaires, 
everyone is  treated as  an 
equal.

Events like these are vital as 
they remind us that there 
is more everyone can give to 
their community. The In-
novation Collective meet-
ings are non-partisan and 
non-religious and are of-
ten hosted in parks, pubs, 
or local restaurants. Many 
patrons even provide event 
specials as they pack their 
venues with people who will 
now associate their estab-
lishment  with feelings  of 
connectedness and commu-
nity.
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Leveraging community 
to unleash a BETTER 
economy:

Once these strategic gather-
ings are taking place on a 
regular basis and there is a 
genuine, inclusive commu-
nity being developed, peo-
ple  can begin to  focus  on 
applying their skill sets to 
the future of work. Rather 
than  looking  for  the  sil-
ver bullet to slay their eco-
nomic woes, cities and towns 
can  begin  to  understand 
how  to  reassemble  them-
selves into what I call “In-
clusive Research and De-
velopment Communities.” 
When  a  community  has 
rallied around a shared fo-
cus  within  a  single  tech-
nology  vertical,  they  can 
create  a  hub  of  research 
and development that any-
one can participate in. In 
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, for 
example, government offi-
cials and residents settled 
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on making the city a hub for 
robotics. Students now com-
pete at middle-school science 
fairs  to  come up with the 
best  project  involving  ro-
botics, while the local com-
munity  colleges  have  in-
troduced courses in robotics 
motion control.

In  the  communities  that 
have employed the Innova-
tion Collective plan, chil-
dren are sending robots into 
space, adults are improv-
ing their financial habits, 
startups are being found-
ed  by  unlikely  individu-
als  who  have  gone  on  to 
become celebrated innova-
tors, and overall economies 
have been reactivated and 
focused. These communities 
are becoming powerful en-
gines of inclusive, commu-
nity-based innovation, tal-
ent, and IP.
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So my proposal is simple: 
If  you want to  lead your 
community toward an eco-
nomic reformation, it starts 
with building community. 
The Innovation Collective 
has even written out a field 
guide to share what we’ve 
found that works.

Together,  I  believe  that 
towns across America can 
reimagine what it means to 
offer an inclusive commu-
nity and equal opportunity.

Oince this article was written in 2’"—, what has changed in the world6 

  Voneliness data has worsened( 

  zepression has worsened( 

  zivisiveness in nations has spiked( 

  1ore ?obs are being automated away(

  1ental health issues are rampant( 

  H shrinking middle class has expanded( 

  The next generation thinks being an in/uencer is the best 
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?ob(

  Hnd yet philanthropic eNorts to repair the negative trends 
have increased without winning results( 

Gowever, let”s take a look at the city I wrote about in the article. 4hat 
has changed there since 2’"—( 

  —Y’ direct ?obs were created due to new companies tied to 
the BETTER community 

  “5’L patents have been -led from startups tied to the BET!
TER community 

  The city shot up the ranks to &2 in the Jnited Otates for the 
number of startups formed per capita

  The city shot up 2; spots to &Y best performing small city in 
the Jnited Otates 

  H 9Gz program in the community vertical, robotics, was 
created. There is no Jniversity main campus based there( 

  H state wide rapid learning robotics program was launched 
with support from Boeing

  H "0."  drop in people below the poverty line

  Hn ""  household income increase

  5 new schools focused on pro?ect!based learning and entre!
preneurship have been created 

  Hpple, Inc and the Vand 8rant Jniversity Extension system 
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created a state!wide coding school that included free laptops 
for participants. Including on tribal lands, military commu!
nities, urban, and rural cities.

  Aver "5’,’’’ sC ft of derelict real estate has been redeveloped 
into spaces housing startups tied to the BETTER commu!
nity. This includes an abandoned elks club, a historic train 
depot, and a failed Barnes and Koble. 

  1ost importantly( tens of thousands of people have en!
gaged in setting goals, learning skills, and gathering to cel!
ebrate the ?ourney.

Kow that we've established the spirit and purpose behind this book, 
the next chapters are my eNort to share the lessons learned and provide 
you with the tools and tactics we've created. Together, you and I can 
change the world. Oociety cannot consume its way out of the mess we 
-nd ourselves in. As hard as ?e try, pills cannot w. the current 
social and economic issues in society- You kno? ?hat can" Pat—
terns patterns in ho? ?e spend our lives and ?ith ?hom ?e 
spend them-

Anward to a BETTER worldq  
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Paint By Numbers

Our hope is that this book can become your trusted guide on a mission 
to create change in the world, however books like this can also feel 
overwhelming if they aren’t detailed enough… or too detailed without 
the right structure…

We have done our best to ensure that you get the inspiration, narrative 
story, and basics of the playbook as we teach you how to launch grass 
roots creative communities, engage strategically with local govern-
ment and investors, and transform the world. No small task, but we 
are going to try. 

So as you read through this book, keep in mind that we have a main 
goal. To help achieve that goal, we have broke it down into sections in 
each chapter to teach the art and science of this magical community, 
economic, and human transformation “thing” we have created. 

Before we dive into how best to use the format and sections, let’s recap 
the one main goal… convince you that there is a more humane and 
awesome way to build communities and economies and in doing it 
the way we have designed, you unleash a magical beast in the com-
munities called creativity and purpose…. This process brings out the 
weird, awesome, and inventive parts that economists often dryly call, 
“human capital”. If you are bought into learning about and trying 
this idea then it is time for you to join our free global community 
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of revolutionaries who are transforming communities and economies 
together. 

Remember in the Frst chapter how I said, "This book will provide you 
with a community of like minded world changers and a ton of tools 
to help you build the brighter tomorrow."

Well it is time to join that community. To get into our super secret 
awesome club of change makers you have to know that handshake, 
but if you don’t know that then you can still get into the nerdy 
creative revolutionary club by reading this book, going to a website 
Plourishingqledge.com, signing the Plourishing qledge and then you 
will be invited to ;uarterly gatherings where we gather online and 
occasionally in person, share best practices, and get to know each 
other better. Occasionally we even can provide special grants and 
partnerships that the Plourishing qledge community has set up for the 
crew to participate in. So, once you have read the book head over to 
Plourishingqledge.com and join the crew as we all create a Plourishing 
world together. 

Now, to the format and sections… in the chapters you will Fnd sec-
tions titled ELessons Learned, Break It Down, Better In Action, 
Key Takeaways,EandESuggested Actions. Hach of these are designed 
to share our journey with you in a way that turns the big mission into 
a step by step approach. 

:ere is how you should think about each sectionAE

  Lessons Learned:EThis is the section designed to warm you 
up to each of the chapters and give you a bit of framing. 
Think of it as the walk around the block before we start 
the hike to that sections mountain top. 3fter you read this 
section, you will hopefully feel ready to dive into the tactical 
part of each chapter. 
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  Break It Down: This is the section designed to give you 
some insights into the tactical way we understand, analyxe, 
and act to build BHTTHR communities and economies. 
This area may feel dry at times because it is designed to be 
more of an instruction manual in this section. We will ref-
erence principles of psychology and economic development, 
and show you charts and graphs we have created to help you 
BHTTHR understand our methods. 

  Better In Action: This is the section that tells you real 
stories about how the tactical work has empowered people 
in communities of all types. These stories will highlight the 
economic and personal growth that people and places have 
eLperienced. 

  Key Takeaways: This is the section that boils down the 
chapter into one liners. Think of it as the TDYR. !ou could 
even use these as a series of mental triggers if you want. If so, 
look at these before you read each chapter and then you can 
return to Key Takeaways anytime you want to recall much of 
the chapter. 

  Suggested Actions: These are aEseries of ;uestions built 
to get your mental and creative juices 'owing around the 
section you just read. 3s you think about the ;uestions, they 
may lead you to new insights and ideas that you haven’t had 
before. I would encourage you to journal your thoughts, 
;uestions, ideas, and concepts. Remember… fun, new, craxy, 
big, and uni;ue ideas are ok. In fact… they are awesome  No 
one is here to judge you. Hinstein once said, “We can t solve 
problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when 
we created them.” Det your brain create BHTTHR ideas.



Chapter 4

The Thesis

As we send this ship out to sea, let's dive into key things that we believe 
and make sure we will enjoy this ride together. The things you are 
about to read are foundational building blocks to every action we take 
as an organization. It is important to get this established up front to 
help you understand where we are coming from and how it bridges to 
our “why”. 

So… here… we… go…

We believe that people everywhere are seeking belonging and purpose, 
and that society is struggling mentally, physically, and -nancially due 
to isolation, consumerism, and content overload. 

We believe that capitalism has evolved, and new forces of automaH
tion, industry consolidation, capital concentration, and e"ciencies 
have created increased access to goods. Bowever, in parallel, society is 
struggling to -nd meaning and purpose in work and life.

We believe that Esocial capitalE is the key to fostering successful and 
healthy towns and cities, both civically and economically. We believe 
that people can build strong social capital themselves through rituals 
and routines that encourage a positive culture. 
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We believe that investing in a cultureH-rst approach Nculture before 
concrete theory’ is a more empowering, ePective, and e"cient way of 
creating the social infrastructure the world needs.

We believe that when this social infrastructure is built in a grassroots 
way and focuses on the hopes, dreams, and goals of people, it then 
develops strong grassroots startup ecosystems and creative economies, 
local venture and business investment, and downtown innovation 
campuses to drive sustained economic and human growth. 

We believe that social infrastructure and startup ecosystems can be 
aligned with shared local economic interests and macroeconomic inH
dustry trends to heal and unleash communities and economies.

Cow letKs clarify what social capital is… one of my favorite researchers, 
5obert Mutnam, de-ned it beautifully in his long and dry, but ground 
breaking book ERowling AloneE. Be says it hinges on ErelationshipsE 
and Ereciprocity.E It is a measure of the number of peerHtoHpeer conH
nections and the level of trusted interactions. Abundant social capital 
in a community and in a personal life reduces business costs, fuels creH
ativity, fosters innovation, establishes community support networks, 
enhances mental wellHbeing, and elevates a city's desirability as a place 
to reside, among other bene-ts. 

To clarify, social capital isn't about counting likes or hearts on TikTok 
or Instagram. It's about realHlife, trusted connections that provide 
opportunities to earn and invest Etrust and life currencyE while “doing 
life” with others.

Intentionally designed social capital built the R6TT65 way is the old 
world solution that our modern world needs. 
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Social capital diagram developed by Innovation Collective

This can be built from within a community by encouraging a positive 
culture H one that brings a community together Nbonding’ and links 
the residents together Nbridging’. This can be accomplished through 
a set of rituals and routines we have tested and validated in many 
communities,  in the 7S and beyond. 

When applied correctly, these rituals and routines can inclusively 
empower people to lift themselves and in parallel their community 
from the critical list, to seeing creative kernels appearx developing an 
enterprise clusterx and establishing an innovation campus or district 
that is aligned with capital and corporate relationships to provide the 
additional mentorship and capital re8uired to build a selfHsustaining 
ecosystem that creates the type of community we all dream about. 
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The 5 Levels of a “City-as-an-Incubator” diagram diagram created 
by Innovation Collective

Oulture is key and… it is the easiest, cheapest, and most e citing part of 
the journey. It enables a community and those bought into the process 
to test and iterate before committing to bigger time and money inH
vestments, and creates the most agency and buy in at a local level. It is 
also the fastest way to show success and build community belonging 
built to complement economic development. This is the bottom up 
way to build or rebuild a city. 

Key Takeaways:

  Abundant and inclusive social capital is the key to awesome 
towns and cities. This also applies to a real estate campus and 
a corporation.

  Meople can build social capital through rituals and routines 
that encourage a positive culture and heal personal issues.

  Investing in and starting with cultureH-rst is a more empowH
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ering, ePective, and e"cient way of building strong commuH
nities and economies.

Suggested Actions

  Think of some people or places within your community that 
encourage others to meet up regularly. 

  Think of both events that bring likeHminded people together 
and ones that create bridges between diPerent groups or 
communities. 

  What are the pluses and minuses of each

  Who runs these gatherings and why do people go there

  What is involved in making these diPerent gatherings hapH
pen



Chapter 5

The Approach

Now that we have established our thesis on social capital, let's shift 
our focus to a major need of both governments and corporations: 
economic growth. Governments want a stronger tax base, a robust 
workforce, and vibrant new real estate developments and schools. 
Corporations want incredible talent, a consistent pipeline of innova-
tion, and a community that supports their growth. 

Governments and corporations are literally spending hundreds of bil-
lions every year trying to achieve these things and how they approach 
it  often feels tone deaf. In the world today, it seems like "The MAN" 
makes plans that are truly disconnected from the genuine needs of 
people. 

We ’rmly believe that this doesn“t have to be the reality. In fact not 
only can this con”ict can be resolved, but we have seen it work where 
both the KThe MANS and the huMAN can win together. In this 
section we will demonstrate how to start aligning social infrastructure 
objectives with economic goals. As we all have seen, it is unfortu-
nately common practice for governments and corporations to take 
the "top-down" approach when K’xingS economic development and 
problem-solving for social issues. 

This approach centers on their often limited perception of what needs 
improvement, such as number of jobs, how to build an economic 
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hub, and ways to bring in outside investment. While well-intentioned, 
this approach fosters a sense of dependency and reliance, rather than 
nurturing agency, resilience, and skills that communities reJuire in 
our rapidly changing world.

zurthermore, this approach tends to elevate individuals as heroes who 
swoop in to "’x" communities, instead of fostering collective en-
gagement in the challenging and purposeful work needed to shape a 
brighter future. When we fail to involve the community in this work, 
we limit the range of potential solutions and rob others of the joy and 
purpose that comes from actively contributing to meaningful change. 

Bust like every individual, every town, city, and organiEation possesses 
hidden strengths and untapped potential. This perspective leads to 
adopting what is often referred to as an "asset-based approach" to 
community engagement. We use Juestions and conversations as tools 
to unveil the existing strengths, superpowers, and opportunities wait-
ing to be unleashed. 

This approach is commonly called Appreciative InJuiry, a psycho-
logical model of change that empowers individuals to drive their own 
journey of growth and change.
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The “Strengths Theory Flywheel” created by Innovation Collective

0ur approach is therefore Kinside outS and Sbottom upS rather than 
Ktop-downS. It builds on a community's inner strengths and what to 
grow. Rased on Juestioning and envisioning what might be, it helps 
people nurture the shared culture, systems, and social infrastructure 
needed to unleash human ”ourishing, therefore tackling the changes 
and challenges they face.  

We also sometimes call this Kculture before concreteS. 
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The “2 Paths” to city building chart created by Innovation Collective

There are several di4erent models that guide how Appreciative In-
Juiry is practiced in the world, but all of them draw on ’ve generic 
steps:

3. Choose the positive as the focus of inJuiry

L. InJuire into stories of life-giving forces

5. Pocate themes that appear in the stories and select topics for 
further inJuiry

®. Create shared images of a preferred, dare I say R1TT12, 
future

/. zind innovative ways to create that future

The approach we use, because it works, we call the KR1TT12 zly-
wheelS. When you follow our process, it creates what we call a zlour-
ishing …lan for the community to follow. It has three key phases that 
are: 

3. Map Strengths - We map a community“s strengths, identi-
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fy their R1TT12 7tory and align around a positive future 
state, which we call the community“s …icture of 7uccess. 

L. Light the Spark - Ry implementing our events and expe-
rience series called 7tory 7tackY, we Klight the sparkK that 
ignites a fuse that launches and sends the community on a 
journey around their R1TT12 7tory. This process encour-
ages and supports the residents as they build the R1TT12 
future, together. 

5. Build Sustainably - At each stage of the journey, we work 
towards building social infrastructure that can fund the 
progress, community gatherings, and develop beyond the 
initial time and?or money invested. This is done through 
memberships, venture investments, sponsorships, corporate 
and real estate partnerships so that communities can contin-
ue to re’ne their strengths, encourage each other, and grow. 

The “Better FlyWheel” created by Innovation Collective

We will get into the details of each in the next few chapters, but 
remember  this approach - inside out and focussed on becoming 
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self-sustaining - empowers communities everywhere to take control of 
their own destiny and build human ”ourishing systems for themselves, 
their families, friends, and the entire community. This is not how 
society runs right now and we must decide if we are happy with the 
current results of the culture we live in or if we will be bold enough to 
try something new, something R1TT12 that unleashes the best in all 
of us, respects the magic in others, provides structure and purpose so 
that we can do our part to turn around our struggling economies and 
communities. 

Key Takeaways:

  The R1TT12 approach is built on Appreciative InJuiry.

  It has three key stages - map strengths, light the spark, build 
sustainably.

  It empowers communities to take control of their own des-
tiny and not sit around waiting on KheroesS.

  The approach has one goal in mind: human ”ourishing 

  ou must decide if you like the way things are or are up for 
trying something R1TT12.  

Suggested Actions

  Identify a time when you or a group you were involved in felt 
empowered to do something awesome in your community. 
What made you feel empowered  What can you take away 
from that

  When have you felt most proud of your community  

  When have people in your community, either now or in the 
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past, done amaEing things   What did it take to accomplish 
positive change  What made it possible  What can you learn 
from that success



Chapter 6

The Magic Three

Lessons Learned: 

Hopefully by now, we have established our thesis that social capital is 
crucial and that we believe it can be designed in such a way that it aligns 
with economic opportunities of a region or company, and that it can 
be aligned in such a way that it is life giving and fun for the residents 
participating; not something that feels like “the MAN” is taking from 
you. If we are abundantly clear about our belief in that, then it is time 
to begin exploring the three foundational blocks of our work… “The 
Magic Three”. 

Before we dive into the these, let me be clear… I -rmly believe that 
cities and communities must reimagine their approach to economic 
development and strategic initiatives, city building, as a collective enj
deavor. 

It needs to become a team sport again and stop being a spectator sport. 

All too often, city approaches to proRects turn into overly formal 
qePuest for (roposals Fq)(sS that favor outjofjtown professionals or 
become closed room proRects, unintentionally sidelining, overlookj
ing, and disheartening locals in doing the work of shaping their own 
towns. /ustainability and growth plans for cities become an exercise 
in trading land andEor tax base for Robs. Another celebratory ribbon 
cutting ceremony, which is really a political photo opportunity, is 
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put together when an AmaWon distribution center decides to call the 
community home. 

This is not a win. This is a poison pill to the dreams of a 
community and, at best, jobs which aren’t going to lead to the 
stronger community or economy you dreamed of. 

!hat is needed is an approach reminiscent of an oldjfashioned Amish 
barn raising? Have you ever watched oneY?Y? Oou can -nd videos of 
these on the internet and if you are lucky you can -nd one that is a time 
lapse…. mind blown? They ooWe of a spirit of unity and collaboration 
that results in sweat on our brows, dirt under our -ngernails, and pride 
in our hearts when a shared goal is achieved. 

I once heard a remarkable story that comes from CRai, ’alifornia, 
where the city planned, designed, and budgeted for a park. !hen the 
residents saw the proposed plan and budget, they were shocked at 
the price and Puality of what they were getting for it. The residents 
rebelled and insisted that they take the lead on the proRect, ultimately 
constructing a larger, more awesome, and more costjeKective park. 
The result was not only a B7TT7q park, but also a greater degree of 
community engagement that allowed locals to shine and contribute 
to the shared dream of their community. 

I8ve played on this park with my sons and… it is awesome? 

This approach to planning, building, and sustaining B7TT7q comj
munities and economies is precisely what this book is about. This is 
the change in the world we are helping to lead.  

The next section will walk you through an overview of the key ingredij
ents, The Magic Three, that you will learn about in detail throughout 
the remainder of the book. These are the building blocks of a B7Tj
T7q way. 
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Break it down: 

Now to the technical pieces. !e have come to learn that there are 
three ingredients that are key for a community to move from being 
on the critical list to becoming a selfjsustaining ecosystem using our 
“insidejout” or “culturej-rst” approach in the previous chapter.

The 5 Levels of a “City-as-an-Incubator” diagram diagram created 
by Innovation Collective

3. BETTER Story  j  A narrative  that  builds  on the core 
strengths of the people and place; addresses real industry 
needs; and has strong buyjin from positive sponsors reprej
senting the wider community.

9. Success Showcase j A way of celebrating wins, and honorj
ing and encouraging the eKorts of each other on a regular 
basis, both within the community and to the wider world. 

D. Sustained Support j An understanding of how to tell that 
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story to stakeholdersEclients regionally, nationally and globj
ally to build interest, alignment, and investment, so a comj
munity can sustain and scale their eKorts ANL so industry 
partners can experience the bene-ts from the work of the 
community. 

Together, this builds0 conKdence j a community8s belief in their 
ability to make it happen; credibility j a belief by others that the 
community can; and access to capital j investment in venture, talent 
and infrastructure to back it up; which together assemble the raw 
ingredients to deliver a win. ater, we will go into each in more detail 
and share practical ways to make them a reality with any community.

The “Key Inside Out” ingredients diagram created by Innovation 
Collective  

Aey Takeaways
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There are three key ingredients needed for a community to move from 
being on the critical list to becoming a selfjsustaining ecosystem0

  B7TT7q /tory

  /uccess /howcase

  /ustained /upport

Suggested ctions

Think of a moment where a community you are or were a part of set 
out on what felt like a big new adventure.

This could be your family going on a maRor road trip, the company you 
work for deciding to expand into a new market, a faith group building 
a new building, or a group of residents and friends wanting to improve 
a park. 

  !hat were the things that gave you con-dence that this was 
going to workY

  !hen did others outside of the group working on the proRect 
start to believe that you8d make it happenY

  If you rePuired funding, what did you do to secure itY



Chapter 7

First, a BETTER 
Story

Lessons Learned: 

Just like each and every one of us, a city or community of people need 
a big compelling vision that they can believe in. 

Something massive! 

Something awesome! 

A picture of the future that is so inspiring that you can't help but see 
yourself trying to contribute to it. We all want to be proud of who 
we are becoming and that person we want to be proud of is NOT 
someone who doesn't make a diBerence in the world. This version of 
you is taking actions as you add your brush stroke to the community 
masterpiece of the ERTTRC world. zities need one of these types of 
visions that bleed into a shared and personal narrative that motivates 
and mobiliIes a town to gather for positive reasons as they do the work 
of unleashing the ERTTRC tomorrow, together, today.

xnstead of having a big, beautiful, se;y, monumental, awesome vision, 
a community often becomes focused or obsessed with a narrative that 
is a nightmare. This is easy to do because life is hard and often people 
do stupid things… you and x included. So as a society we tend to drift 
toward complaining as we see the negative. WhyK x have no clue, but 
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x do know that it doesn't add value or move us ahead. xnstead it holds 
us all back.

“There is too much growth, too little growth, the economy is a mess, the 
government is corrupt, the youth keep leaving town, the traffic is awful, 
have you seen our potholes, the democrats are trying to take over, the 
republicans are trying to take over, there are no good events in town, 
crime is out of control, who is going to do something about the homeless, 
the jobs here suck…”.  

Vo we have real problems in the world, yes. -ery, very, very real probj
lems that are much deeper than the list x Pust read. ?roblems that stem 
from how we have structured society. 

xs it ridiculous how much we whine, complain, and infect other people 
with negativity instead of doing something positive to make a diBerj
ence, yes’ Ee careful what you give your mind and words over to. xf 
you keep telling a negative story and donHt start acting out a positive 
one, the negative one will become your truth, your identity, your life 
and even worse yetK you might be successful at ensuring there will be 
no vision and the town and the people in it will all given up as they live 
like they are already dead. 

“Where there is no vision, the people perish.”

Occasionally a town will “nd some hope through something good 
that happens and they rally around it as they begin tell a positive story. 
Through this, they “nd a sense of togetherness. Sadly though, this 
often only happens when something like a sports team begins to get 
a few wins under their belt and this becomes the symbol and spirit of 
hope in a town. The wins do give a town pride and something positive 
to talk about. 1avenHt we have all seen the signs as we drive into a 
community, 91ome of the 73”‘ softball state champions6. 61ome 
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of 4VanH the 730q Olympic EronIe 8edalist6. 91ome of 4JanetH the 
D(D7 ?aci“c Northwest chili dog eating champion.6  

This isnHt horrible... but what if we could actually design a vision of a 
winning that mattered and invited everyone to get out of the stands 
and play their part and not Pust got us to buy tickets to a game... 

That is what this ne;t section is all about. xt will walk you through 
a science backed proven method to dream, listen, and cojcreate a 
strong narrative that is mobiliIingK something awesome people can 
talk about and live for. Once you e;ecute this ne;t section in the real 
world and apply it to your uni)ue scenario, you will have a big vision 
people can get behind, a clear picture of what winning looks like, and 
a plan with events scheduled so others can Poin in this vision. 

Break it down: 

xn our e;perience, to create a ERTTRC Story j a narrative that builds 
on the core strengths of a people and place /local super powersU… 
addresses real industry needs /innovation talent and trendsU… and has 
strong buyjin from the stakeholdersLclients and addresses their goals 
/what the leaders wantU j it is important to bring together a broad 
group of people to synthesiIe this.  This should be done through 
a series of workshops and conversations to surface the AzT5A® 
strengths of the community, map out what winning looks like, cojdej
velop event programming, and build out the detailed roadmap or step 
by step plan of how to get there. 

When done well, a community realiIes that they are uni)uely posij
tioned to use their strengths to solve really big problems in the world 
and that there is an opportunity to build a valuable and bright future 
that includes the whole community in the creation of a robust and 
uni)ue economy that adds value and beauty to the whole world. 
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When we run this process, the community goes on a Pourney with us 
where theyK

7. Discover j Viscover their communityHs 9ERTTRC Story6 
j where strengths, stakeholdersLclients, and industry needs 
align… 

D. Dream j Start to dream of what might be j where there is 
clear potential, market “t, and the appetite for investment… 
or to put it another way, the potential standout innovation 
or creative focus for the town or city…

‘. Design j Articulate their ?icture of Success. This is their 
positive future state in three to four years. What will be 
happening then to show theyHve gotten there, how this will 
be sustained and why it matters to achieve it… and 

q. Deliver j ?lan out what they need to do to deliver on it 
together j who is responsible for what and how theyHre going 
to get there.

The “Strengths Theory Flywheel” created by Innovation Collective
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Stages 7 and D we call 9Strength Mapping6. This results in a report 
that synthesiIes the communityHs strengths, stakeholderLclient goals, 
and industry needs. xt should include a statement that articulates the 
town or cityHs center of gravity j its economic place in the world, 
what makes it standout, often termed the industry 9vertical6 it will 
build a compelling creative community engine /clusterU around.  This 
8apping should be aligned with the community and be something 
that stakeholdersLclients can stand behind.

Stage ‘ and q we call a community's 9Picture of Success” and the 
roadmap of how to get there. This culminates in a bold positive statej
ment of success ‘ to q years out. xt includes the what, why, how, who 
and when of how to achieve it and the sustained eBorts in the long run. 
There should be a rolljout plan for a localiIed version of programming 
that utiliIes the Story StackF /more on this laterU to help residents 
build and tell the community wide and their own ERTTRC Story. 
This phase will also include the time commitments, “nancial budgets 
and likely sources of funding to make it happen.

Strengths Mapping

Strengths 8apping is a process that helps a community write their 
ERTTRC Story. One of the focuses of the Strengths 8apping, is 
something we call the -ertical. The -ertical is a focus within the 
community. A speci“c topic that the city can use as their zenter of 
"ravity when getting e;cited about their ne;t business or creative idea 
so they can shape the actions and conversations of the community 
toward a shared goal. x canHt emphasiIe how important it is to have a 
clear industry vertical for your community that everyone can throw 
their creative genius at. :or e;ample, you have no idea how many 
schools that x have talked to seeking a clear answer $what skills or 
industry should we be preparing our students for’$ We truly believe 
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that most people do not care what problem they are solving or better 
stated, what kind of work they are doing. What they do care about 
is that they get to use skills they feel like are authentic to them, that 
they get to work with people they like and trust, that they get valued 
for the contributions they make, and that what they are working on 
actually matters in the world. When a community has a shared focus 
or -ertical it creates synergy, shared language, and focus. At the end 
of the Strengths 8apping process, the community will have a -ertical 
outlined.

We do this in three stages+

7. Plan j :irst, sit down with the proPect sponsor/sU or client 
in a workshop setting to get an initial understanding of 
the community strengths, industry needs and stakeholdj
erLclients goals… and to agree on the plan and schedule for the 
“rst phase of the proPect.  Eoth the practicalities, as well as 
the key )uestions we look to ask during the mapping process, 
and who to start with, etc.

D. Map j Then, conduct research, both through onjthejground 
meetings with local people, individually and in groups, and 
through desk research to identify a communityHs strengths, 
positive partners, the sentiment of the community, and inj
dustry needs.  xdentify where there are signi“cant and uni)ue 
market opportunities, potential for broad buyjin, and an 
appetite for investment. 

‘. Co-create j ®astly, work with the stakeholdersLclients and 
community in workshop settings to pinpoint the positive 
core or vertical, and craft a way to articulate the ERTTRC 
Story in a fashion that people can relate to, rally around, and 
share. This includes kickjoB meetings where the community 
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can come and see the data collected, understand the vertical 
direction, and give feedback in a pure and organic way. This 
is done to ensure that the community is engaged as a part 
of the process of vertical creation, therefore increasing the 
support behind it. 

xt is important to note that while you operate in these three stages, 
the process is iterative and should include regular checkjins with both 
sponsors and the wider community as you cojcreate, iterate, validate 
and start to socialiIe the ERTTRC Story.

The “Mapping Thesis” diagram created by Innovation Collective. You 
will notice that Stakeholder and Client can be swapped out interchange-

ably. 

Industry Needs
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As a team, we have an injdepth understanding of global industry 
trends, talent, and innovation demands and when helping a commuj
nity craft their ERTTRC story, we bring that knowledge and e;pertise 
to the table in a way that is uni)ue. Often a city immediately Pumps 
to wanting to be a health care or manufacturing focused economy. 
WhyK because there is YYYYY there when they read the reports. Well 
guess whatK you and every other town want to be a health careLlife 
sciences focus and x hate to burst your bubble butK it isnHt smart to 
compete in spaces that are already crowded. xf this confuses you, x'd 
suggest you read Elue Ocean Strategy. A great book on how to win in 
$open waters$ instead of compete in over crowded spaces. 

Vuring the vertical selection process, dig deep and look more creatively 
at the uni)ue super powers of your town. /1intK tourism isnHt an 
e;portable good and to be viable you need to e;port value not Pust 
import people to consume your value.U As an e;ample, imagine a town 
where the industry vertical focus was hair. Tell meK what city is the 
9future of hair6’ CightK you donHt know because every economic 
developer would think that isnHt a valuable industry focus. Actually, 
if you establish a creative community focused on the hair industry, it 
could include chemistry, media and entertainment, fashion, manuj
facturing, software, medical, retail, etc. do you get it yet’ The global 
hair care market siIe is anticipated to grow from Y33.G‘ billion in D(D‘ 
to Y7q”.q3 billion by D(‘(. Again, tell me what city is the $future of 
hair$K 

When we de“ne a vertical for clients, we utiliIe our e;perience as startj
up founders, venture capital investors, and the ongoing relationships 
with larger corporations that have partnered with us. We even have 
a network of over D(( innovation e;ecutives spanning all types of 
xndsutries that we bounce ideas oB of and they help shape the focus 
to meet current and future demand. 
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At the start, middle, and end of the strengths mapping, we test and 
validate potential interest, by having structured conversations with 
our network of :ellows, corporations and investors, which helps us 
test and re“ne our strategies to ensure we can align the speci“c needs, 
resources, and goals of each community uni)uely with the workforce 
and innovation needs of a high value growth industry. 

Stakeholders/Clients

The core of our mapping process is made up of a series of 2(– inj
tentional conversations with the target audience, community, and 
members of local groups to surface the strengths of the region and spot 
positive alignments.

?laces you could go+

  -isit a city or county councilLboard meeting to talk about 
the process so that those who watch or read the minutes are 
aware of the process and can engage appropriately.

  Work with the city to put out a press release in the designated 
publication/sU to ensure that community members are aware 
of the process and can engage if they haven't yet.

  -isit local shops and downtown businesses to talk with 
owners, workers, and customers

  -isit local industry professionals, such as warehouses, factoj
ries, manufacturing facilities, to discuss with both managej
ment and employees

  8eet with key local organiIations that already e;ist, such as 
rotary, churches, elks club, student government, community 
committees, chambers, and more
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xn some instances, we will run one of our event formats called :ireside 
zhats, where we interview a successful local leader to highlight and 
better understand their successes and failures and share them with 
the community. xt is much like an injperson podcast interview. This 
helps draw people into the process, discover untapped strengths and 
partnerships.

Through all this we aim toK

  Spend time on the ground, engaging intentionally and orj
ganically with students, teachers, baristas, bar patrons, enj
gineers, small business owners, etc. to understand not only 
what they see but also how they feel…

  8eet with leading professionals from the region with a vestj
ed interest in it ourishing j private investors, political leadj
ers, directors of large businesses, administration of education 
institutions, etc.… and

  1ave curated conversations with the membership of local 
groups j local economic development groups, employees of 
large employers, social clubs, spiritual organiIations, comj
munityjminded non pro“ts, and grassroots groups. 

Community Strengths

xn all of these conversations, ask open )uestions to understand the 
community's strengths and successes, to identify narratives, skills and 
assets, hints at potential, what to grow and build on, the people and 
organiIations doing positive work, and better understand the past. 
Some of the )uestions may seem diBerent, but they are an eBort to 
understand trusted playersLalignments in town and where to get the 
most helpful information. Often the future economic vision is tied 
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to the past because the local community still likely has overlooked 
wisdom, skills, connections and capital from the previous economy 
and this can be leveraged into a new vision of how the past maps to 
the future,

These )uestions should be shaped with the sponsors at the beginning 
of the proPect, but generally sound something likeK

  What do you love about your community’ 

  What donHt you love about your community’ 

  Who is a person in the community who is doing wonderful 
things for the town and often gets overlooked’ 

  What church do most people go to’ 

  Where do most people go to buy a car’ 

  What would make education in the community even better’ 

  What do you think the town's economy is best known for’ 

  What is a big opportunity you feel like the community is 
missing’ 

  What are the big economic moments for the town’ 

  xf you could imagine an industry that everyone in town 
would love to get behind, what would it be’ 

  Tell me a story about a time when your town came together 
and accomplished something awesome.

  What were the circumstances’

  What do you remember most about it’
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  1ow did the town work eBectively together to achieve this’

  What strengths did you bring L could you have brought to 
the proPect’

  What roles did diBerent groups or individuals play’

  1ow did these roles contribute to the overall achievement’

  1ow did you measure success’

  What was the most enduring aspect of the communityHs 
accomplishment’ 

  What made it sustainable’

  xn what ways did it positively impact others’

  1ow could you utiliIe the strength of the town on other 
proPects’

  Share a story of when you felt most alive and engaged as part 
of your community.

  Who was part of this e;perience’ What contributed to it 
being so e;citing and engaging’

  WhatHs the number one positive thing about being a part of 
the community’ 1ow has it brought ful“llment and purj
pose to your personal life’

  What do you see as the three most desirable things about 
your town’

  Are there any hidden superpowers or odd but special things 
about your town’ 
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Positive Core

Where the above three ingredients overlap j community strengths, 
stakeholdersLclients goals, and industry needs… where there is local 
potential /real resources, strengths and supportU… market “t /local poj
tential that meets growth industry needsU… and an appetite for investj
ment /industry needs where stakeholdersLclients see possibilityU… that 
is where the magical positive core is, that is where we focus, where we 
start to craft and then build the ERTTRC Story.

A ERTTRC Story is more than a vertical in its traditional sectoral 
sense. xt is the harmoniIation of three parts that often get overlooked. 
An articulation of the potential of a community, one that connects a 
diverse set of data points to culminate in a clear and compelling set 
of words that stakeholdersLclients and industry can understand and 
gather around. Cemember that growing industries are desperate for 
talent and innovations. They spend Ex®®xONS of dollars annually 
to ac)uire both. our community can become a specialist in creating 
an outsiIed )uantity of creative and innovative workers and startups 
built in such a way that includes the whole community in the process 
of becoming. This ERTTRC Story shows a town or city the amaIing 
potential it has before it, inside and out, for each and every resident 
to come together and build.  Not some generic vertical or future state 
imposed from the outside or the top being shouted down to $the 
people$.  To put it another way, it helps articulate a communityHs 
shared purpose as part of a wider world that gives local passion and 
pride. 

®ike any form of wordsmithing, it is a creative process, and for us, one 
that involves the community /aka the audienceU and is tested, iterated, 
and validated as we goK like great stories always are. Once complete, 
the community should feel like they are ready to be Vavid and ready 
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to punch above their weight class and show the "oliath industry that 
they are something special and the "oliath industry should be ready 
to root for Vavid to bring his best eBort because it only creates more 
innovation and talent that they need. 

BETTER in Action: 

“Can we say that?”

I remember standing there with the head of the University and a small 
group of local leaders. There was an obvious fear in the idea of declaring 
that we should be the “Future of Robotics”. 

Is it possible? Are we allowed to say that? Is it true yet? 

There was a feeling in the room that if we decided to focus on that 
industry that other leaders in the town would feel jealous that we are 
focusing on a vertical they don't feel connected to and/or we might offend 
them. On and on the conversation ran. 

Then there was the acknowledgment and realization that we have a 
chance to be a leader in a multi-billion dollar industry that was about 
to take off. The excitement and ideas started to percolate. Could we 
create 100 jobs in the robotics sector? Could we someday see a $10 million 
company here? 

After a long conversation with the local manufacturing community, 
meetings with the local robotics clubs, and the realization that there was 
a robotics lab hidden in the woods outside of town that worked with 
multiple national space programs, it was decided… 

Let’s try it and see what happens. 

So, it was announced. “Our town will be a world leader in robotics”
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Oh man… What did we do? Can we really do this? 

Fast forward 6 years… 

This community has multiple $100M plus robotics companies. 

This community has a PHD program in robotics that works closely with 
a major aerospace manufacturer. Keep in mind there is not a University 
based in the community, but the Land Grant placed a PHD program 
there. 

This community created 2X more startups than any other city in the 
state. 

This community shot up 26 spots on the best performing cities list to 
number 4. 

This community helped create 740 jobs in the robotics sector. 

This community is the birthplace of hundreds of patents around robot-
ics. 

This community is the first place in the world to pass a law promoting the 
free and no permit required use of public lands by private corporations 
for robotics research and development. 

This community is the number 2 city in America for starting new com-
panies just behind Bolder, Colorado. 

This community was a manufacturing, mining and timber town. This 
community didn’t see higher education as a priority. This community 
now celebrates a bright future in a growing industry because a few 
leaders were bold enough to say… let’s see what happens and acknowledge 
that the machines they used in the industries of the past could maybe map 
to the billions of dollars going into robotics. 
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Picture of Success

Once you and the community you are rallying have settled on an initial 
version of the ERTTRC Story, then it is time to translate that into 
a speci“c resultLset of results to achieve. This is called the ?icture 
of Success and it will act as a rolljout plan for a localiIed version of 
programming and our Story StackF to help residents start to tell their 
ERTTRC Story… as well as a practical budget and potential sources of 
funding to make it all happen. This is an e;ample of 9this is winning6 
for the community. 

When applying it to a city it will encompass+

  the development of a grassroots startjup ecosystem or a $crej
ator engine$ based on a clear and compelling 9vertical6 

  local venture investment fund/sU

  downtown innovation campuses to drive sustained growth 
and sustainability

Framework

There are many approaches to create shared images of a preferred fuj
ture and how to get there. Our approach is to clarify the communityHs 
story, strategy and road to success.

This involves focusing on the What, Why, 1ow, Who and When.

  What j The speci“c goals we want to achieve are K

  Why j The speci“c bene“ts of achieving these goals will be 
K
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  How j The speci“c strategies we aim to follow to achieve the 
goals are K

  Who j The speci“c responsibilities of the various people in 
working towards achieving the goals will be K

  When j The speci“c things that will be happening  and 
when jalong the road towards achieving the goals will beK

There is a link to a template ?icture of Success in the Additional 
Cesources section, or you can reach out to our team for a sample. 

BETTER in Action: 

Are you saying we are old? 

In a community that has nearly 2x per capita the amount of senior 
citizens than any other city in the state… you need to take notice of that 
as a superpower, a resource, or at the very least… something interesting 
to integrate into a picture of success. 

When the picture of success rolled out, the joke became… Are you saying 
we are old? 

At first, it was a light-hearted joke that was about a newly discovered 
and very real superpower, in a time when longevity and lifespan were 
and still are becoming high value industries. For example, AARP calls 
it the “Grey Wave” that is coming for retirement. A tsunami of aging 
folks who want something better and more and are absolutely ready to 
spend lots of money on living well as they age. 

Fast forward, the economic development groups, community college, and 
startup scene has rallied in such a way that the largest cancer center in 
the country is being built there, AARP sourced their top innovation of the 
year from a startup pitch day in the community, Steve Jobs roommate 
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from college and employee #1 at Apple, Inc participated in a Rethink-
ing Retirement Homes Hackathon because he wants a “Jimmy Buffet” 
meets “Maker Space” retirement home, and the staff members for the 
United States Senator on the Aging and Longevity Committee attended 
a multi-day festival focused on the future of longevity in the town. 

A good and clear picture of success gives a big tent vision for all to rally 
around. May you be bold enough to create a picture of success that inspires 
your community to come alive. 

A couple of things to note.

ou can choose diBerent time frames, but in our e;perience, true 
sustained momentum and transformation of a town or city takes three 
or more years, so that is where we tend to set our sights. Voes change 
begin to happen sooner, yes, but sustainability takes time. 

xt is good to tailor a ?icture of Success to diBerent audiences. xnitially, 
we write it for key stakeholdersLclients. This will ensure everybody 
knows the shared goal. ®ater, when asked, we adapt the presentation 

 while staying true to its spirit  so that it resonates with the wider 
community.

While you could write the presentation by yourselves, it is important 
to involve other key people at various stages. This will give ownership 
in terms of shaping the future and begin to build the team. Where 
time allows, this is the route we always prefer to take and you should 
too. 

While there are diBerent templates, we like to focus on the three ?Hs of 
?ro“t, ?roduct and ?eople j the YYY, structural and social changes we 
hope to see… as it helps ensure a balanced approach to success.
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Local Programming

As youHll discover in the ne;t section, showcasing the wins and eBort 
on a sustained basis is a key ingredient to delivering a community's 
?icture of Success, and our Story StackF programming is the best way 
of doing this.

That is why, once a community has clari“ed their ERTTRC StoryF, 
?icture of Success, and a practical rolljout roadmap /ne;t sectionU, it is 
good to imagine what the “rst si; to twelve months of programming 
might look like. Who would talk, where would the events be held, 
what might the topics be, how might they be promoted. This is more 
for illustration purposes so a community can understand the nature 
of telling their ERTTRC StoryF in a way that builds over time and 
allows everyone to imagine themselves participating in the vision.

Budgeting + Financing

®astly, as part of painting a community's ?icture of Success, we work 
with stakeholdersLclients to budget what it would take to deliver on 
the plan, and how they might “nance it.

Rvery community is diBerent, but costs generally fall into similar 
categories j time for the local event coordinator, venue costs, comj
munications support etc., plus investment or support regarding the 
development or activation of a downtown innovation campus, the 
leadership programming e;periences, and local venture investment 
fund/sU.

While we always “nd that local businesses will give generously, it is 
better to 9hope for the best6 and 9plan for the worst6. This way, 
stakeholdersLclients have a full picture of what is re)uired to build a 
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strong and vibrant ecosystem over three plus years that has the best 
chance at achieving a sustainable and dominate ywheel eBect.

Then, we share how, in our e;perience, we have funded activations 
so that local stakeholdersLclients can e;plore potential avenues for 
starting the funding as well as ongoing revenue streams to develop and 
work towards.

Together, this gives stakeholdersLclients a “nancial plan to present to 
additional funders that delivers against that positive future state, in 
a way that involves a limited initial commitment, as opposed to the 
ongoing asks that many nonjpro“t eBorts “nd themselves in. No on 
likes to pass the hat forever and hope that donations come in. 

Key Takeaways:

  To craft a ERTTRC Story, our approach maps communij
ty strengths, growth industry needs, and stakeholderLclient 
goals.

  xt then helps paint a ?icture of Success and a roadmap of how 
to get there.

  xt is good to work with your community to imagine what the 
“rst 0j7D months of programming would look like using the 
Story StackF.

  Work with stakeholdersLclients to budget what it would take 
to deliver, and how you might go about “nancing it.

Suggested Actions

  Speci“cally for your community, who are the key positive 
leaders in your city, town, or neighborhood j those that repj
resent a wider group of people, might have capital or conj
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nections, but as importantly, care about the future of your 
community’ Once youHve identi“ed them, ask others, and 
e;pand the list. Then try and put yourself in their shoes and 
think about how you might approach them when the time 
comes. 8aybe even host a coBee meeting or dinner with a 
small group of them to $ oat the idea$. 

  Think of times you felt most proud of your community and 
why. What made you feel your town or city was special’ 
What was it known for that people still talk about today’ 
What would you list as its strengths’ What are the sneaky 
hidden super powers of your community’ 

  Think about what is happening outside of your community. 
What are some of the needs that big companies have right 
now and in the future’ What are they trying to accomplish 
and “gure out’ 

  When you look at those three areas, is there an overlap’ 
Where might there be an opportunity to build on these 
strengths in a way that meets the needs of industry in your 
state, country or beyond’ xf you need others to help you 
work this out, who amongst the people you know could you 
sit with to e;plore further’ Think about people from your 
town and city that moved away and have successful careers 
elsewhere or those that may have come back.

  1ow might you work with key stakeholdersLclients to paint 
a picture of what success looks like in three or “ve years time’  
What would you, as a group, like to see happening then, why 
would it matter, how would you get there, who needs to do 
what and what will be happening when, so you know youHre 
on track.
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  NowK who within your community might be interested in 
helping you craft the plan’ Who would fund what, and what 
would they need to say 9yes6’ 1ow could you test the water 
and get their support to secure the funding you need’
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Second, Success 
Showcase

Lessons Learned: 

Communities are desperate for more positive social gatherings, ones 
led by the community itself, where individuals can .nd hope for the 
future and a constructive outlet for their energyL 

koo’, trivia nights at the pub are fun and who doesn-t love the occa…
sional ’arao’e night, parade, or concert in the par’j but can we please 
get more gatherings that o!er inspiration and steps toward building 
the tomorrow we are all see’ing, the ’ind of events that motivate you 
to tac’le a vision so big that it feels li’e a giant and maEestic beast of 
a mountain ready for you and your friends to ascend as you dream 
of standing on the summitj a purpose larger than youx RAperiences 
that encourage people to set goals, not Eust for personal gain, but goals 
aligned with a vision of contributing TRFk beauty and value to the 
community and worldL 

We need that and we need that now! 

Rvents li’e these are crucial in anyones Eourney of lifeL Ihey remind 
us that progress thrives on continuous learning and the collective 
wisdom of our neighborsL Nor many people, the last time they eA…
perienced anything similar to what K-m writing about is at summer 
camp, in high school or collegex Currently, loneliness and depression 
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is overwhelming us and we can .ght bac’ by building friendships with 
a shared commitment to a brighter tomorrowL Iogether, we can ’ic’ 
ass and reach new heights as we build connections around building 
better products and livesL

Kn a culture that often .Aates on comparison and consumption, social 
gatherings li’e we describe in the neAt section can become a lifeline, 
a glimpse of what can be, something that others can participate in 
that is actively creating a sense of belonging and fostering community 
wide positivityL Ihese eAperiences inspire personal development and 
celebrate growth, nurturing a supportive community that pushes each 
other toward greatness as we set goals bigger than each of us that acts 
as a forcing factor to build positive and helpful friendshipsL Yy ac…
’nowledging local wins and learning from the struggles, we celebrate 
progress and empower everyone to do the good wor’ of chasing their 
dreams, learning the s’ills, living in a way that brings purpose passion, 
and pride as we all climb together toward the mountain topL

Fs we dive into this section, you may be feelingD 

4L 0verwhelmed and ready to curl up in a ball thin’ing we 
are as’ing too much of youj rememberj 'our friends, 
co…wor’ers, and neighbors also want something better and 
are willing and li’ely wanting to helpL 2on-t do this alonej 
and fyi you can-t because they5re community events so chill 
out and read onL 

PL Oo eAcited to get started that you want to stop reading the rest 
of the boo’ because you are sha’ing li’e an eAcited puppy 
at the idea of starting a movement of human ®ourishingj if 
this is you j chill out and read onL 

K promise the lessons and framewor’s neAt will be invaluable to you as 
you start to create lasting change and a movement in your communityL 
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Break it down: 

Ohowcasing success or highlighting the wins and progress on a consis…
tent basis is a ’ey ingredient to delivering a community5s qicture of 
Ouccess or also ’nown as a big, seAy, awesome, incredible, fantastic, 
visionL 

Yy using the framewor’ of our ongoing events and training program 
called the Otory Otac’W you can eAperience a harmony of human 
centered design and economics to create the rituals and routines to 
move people from discovering their YRIIRT Otory or positive core6 
dreaming of what could be for the town and themselves6 to providing 
them with the tools and support to successfully design and deliver on 
those dreamsL Ihe YRIIRT Otory and goals will be uni&ue to each 
community or clientsj the system or stac’ to showcase success is the 
eAact sameL

The “Strengths Theory Flywheel” with BETTER programming cre-
ated by Innovation Collective

Ihat is why we generally include the schedule for delivery of our events 
and programming formats in a community-s qicture of OuccessL 3e 
have tried, tested, and adEusted our approach for ten years to deliver 
the best results and in that process we developed a series of manuals, 
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softwares, support features, and training modules around them, but 
communities can create their own or adEust ours according to their 
needsL

Story Stack ®

0ur approach is a system that builds over time, with each event, 
eAperience, and program serving a distinct purpose in the transfor…
mation of a communityL Ihe method follows the appreciative in&uiry 
process as described bac’ in Chapter : 0ur FpproachL Yelow is a 
&uic’ overview of the event rhythm we useL 3e will get into details for 
each one a bit later on in this chapterL 

Nor the .rst siA months, we usually launch with monthly story telling 
nights called Nireside Chats and then we transition to bi…monthly Cof…
fee 8 Concepts eAperiences to give people within a community with 
connections built on inspiration and con.dence in shared curiosity 
and ideas againL 3e all need a crew to dream withL 

Ihose eAperiences are then followed by Otory Oummits that happen 
once every z…X months and are designed to encourage people to .nd 
their new gear, and out of the Otory Oummit we launch the keadership 
qathways and kocal RAperts to create the structured space and time to 
help individuals start to do the wor’ in a focused and accountable way 
on their speci.c personal and professional goalsL

kast, we put together Ihin’ Yig Nestival, thin’ O7O3 in your com…
munity and around the vertical you pic’ed, which usually happens 4P 
to 4/ months after the events and eAperiences begin and is a crucial 
piece to get industry to buy in more and more and for the wider audi…
ence of the town to believe in the ama9ing machine you are buildingL
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Visual layout of BETTER programming and phases they address 

Nrom a cadence perspective post launch, our event and programming 
pyramid ranges from an annual celebration of the town-s YRIIRT 
Otory … Ihin’ Yig Nestival6 &uarterly Otory Oummit retreats6 monthly 
Nireside Chats and kocal RAperts with bi…wee’ly Co!ee 8 Concepts6 
wee’ly keadership qathway sprints6 and a P:@  online digital commu…
nity where members can encourage and support each other and meet 
up whenever they want to or needL

2on5t forgetjL these formats are built using world class principles 
from psychology and have been merged with the structure and rhythm 
that has created some of the most powerful economies in the worldL 
Ihere is a structure and speci.c se&uence of dance moves which, if 
followed, delivers successj Oo let5s dance babyxxx  

0ur Otory Otac’ can be rolled out by a part…time individual we call 
the Community kead, a role similar to an event coordinator, curator, 
startup communities leader, or party hostL 3e will tal’ more about the 
wider team later in the Ota’eholder Otac’W sectionL
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The “City-as-a-Incubator” programming pyramid. A visual of how to 
create a 24/7 creative community that acts as an ongoing percolator of 
growth and connection. 

Formats

Yelow is an overview of the various event and programming formats 
we deploy to showcase successL

Fireside Chats 

Ihe primary purpose of a Nireside Chat is to gather the town together 
to eAperience inspiration because they learn about the incredible sto…
ries of what people in their community are doing and that the Eourney 
they have been onL 

Ihey are monthly, one and half hour events, usually held in the 
evenings XDBB… DzB pm the second 3ednesday of every month, where 
people get a chance to learn from local leaders, often overloo’ed, 
and meet li’e…minded individuals in a super casual and fun settingL 
Fnyone can attend and there is always a free @ bootstrap option so that 
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there is literally no barrier to entryL Fll you have to do is show up and 
in lifej that is half the battleL 

Ihe eAperiences follow four ’ey principles … 

4L celebrate local… there is more happening under your nose 
than you ’nowL 

PL gather the nerds… we are all a bit di!erent and this is the time 
to celebrate our wild, curious, fun, nerdy sidesL

zL observe and grow… sit bac’, relaA, as’ &uestions, absorb the 
wisdom from your local community and let your brain eA…
pandL 

:L show a better tomorrow, today… in a dar’ world it sure is 
nice to be in a room with positive people listening to and 
telling stories about doing the hard wor’ to build a better 
life, family, invention, company, city, etcL 

Sow, there are a lot of small details to how to design these eAperiences, 
how to host the events, eAecute the mar’eting, what &uestions to 
as’, and more so that Nireside Chats can be maAimi9ed, but this is 
enough to get you started in the right directionL Temember the most 
important thing here is to begin inspiring a community as it begins the 
Eourney of ®ourishing as creators and shifts the culture toward that 
awesome incredible, brilliant fun, shining visionL Kf you want more 
help or support, we host a &uarterly webinar on delivering the Otory 
Otac’WL Teach out at”info"innovationcollectiveLco”to sign up for the 
neAt webinar and learn to deliver an inspiring and transformative Otory 
Otac’W in your own communityL Kf you5d li’e to dive in even more, we 
do provide the mar’eting tools, support manual, proEect management 
software, eAperience templates, and reporting tools to cohorts of com…
munity leaders across the world who are using this methodologyL 'ou 
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can in&uire about that as well orj Eust ma’e it up on your own and 
have a blast ’nowing you are in the right direction and we are cheering 
you onxxx”

Better in Action:  

“Are you sure you want me?”

There is something powerful about being asked to tell your story of your 
career in front of a room of your peers. 

“Are you sure you want me?”

That is what the local founder of a holster making company said. Not 
just any holster making company, but at the time it was the #1 selling 
holsters in America. 

He started it in his kitchen in Alabama. He used a George Foreman 
Grill to create his first prototypes. And yet… he felt like he had a story no 
one would care about and in fact… locally no one was telling his story to 
the community. 

Through him telling that story, it built partnerships for him with other 
local manufacturers, and he is now a board member of a $50 million 
startup that uses ai and robotics in the manufacturing safety industry 
that found him at that meeting. That company even rents space in his 
facility for shared manufacturing knowledge. 

Having a space to hear the stories of success, struggle, and mistakes of 
leaders in town is crucial. It builds connective tissue between people who 
care about the town and want to add value to the future. May you be 
bold enough to begin telling the stories of the residents of the place you 
call home in a way that inspires the community to build together.  
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Picture of the community gathering to hear the stories during a fireside 
chat. 

Co&ee p Conceuts

Ihe primary purpose of Co!ee 8 Concepts is to encourage people 
to get their ?cra9y( ideas out of their heads, into the real world, with 
others that want to helpL 

Fs a )side note), have you reali9ed yet that what we are 
building together is a culture where human curiosity 
and the drive to invent, create, and ma’e is at the core% 
Kt is the one thing that bonds us allj we are creators 
and we all have those magic moments, a spar’ of an 
idea, a way we believe we can ma’e something in the 
world YRIIRTL Yuilding the social infrastructure of 
your community around this and aligning it with big…
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ger and very real economic goals is a wild win win winL 
Sowj bac’ to co!ee and conceptsL 

Ihey are bi…wee’ly, one hour and .fteen minute events, usually held 
early mornings  DzB am to /D:; am on either side of Nireside Chats, 
usually on the .rst and third 3ednesday of each monthL Ihey are 
events where people can learn about interesting global and local tech 
news that aligns with the vertical focus, be around people who are 
building ideas they can be a part of and help with6 and get help or feed 
bac’ on new inventions or products you are thin’ing aboutL Fnyone 
can attend and they are freeL 

Ihey follow three ’ey principles… 

4L the emperor may have clothes… each innovation, product, 
invention, or idea should be heard because real innovation is 
truly nonsense and in life we have many people telling us why 
things won5t wor’L ket this space become a place of curiosity, 
eAperiments, validation, empathy

PL give help, get help… the format is a give .rst mentality but also 
don5t be too proud to as’ for help or share your cra9y big 
ideaL 

zL hear yex hear yex… the eAperiences become a town positive 
gossip columnL kiterally it becomes the bu99 about all the 
good things happening and a space to share positive events 
happeningL 

Ihese principles are around the concept of gathering a community 
to collaborate, share their ideas, dream big, and connect with others 
who share their eAcitementL Ihere are a million small details to how 
these can be maAimi9ed Eust li’e Nireside ChatL Kf you want more 
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help or support, we host a &uarterly webinar on delivering the Otory 
Otac’WL Teach out at”info"innovationcollectiveLco”to sign up for the 
neAt webinar and learn to deliver an inspiring and transformative Otory 
Otac’W in your own communityL Kf you5d li’e to dive in even more, we 
do provide the mar’eting tools, support manual, proEect management 
software, eAperience templates, and reporting tools to cohorts of com…
munity leaders across the world who are using this methodologyL 'ou 
can in&uire about that as well orj Eust ma’e it up on your own and 
have a blast ’nowing you are in the right direction and we are cheering 
you onxxx”

A sketch drawing made during a coffee and concepts showcasing the 
need to get our ideas out of our heads
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Better in Action: 

“I could print you a Batman Suit out of carbon fiber, custom 
made for you and your body, destroy it, and then reprint it 
exactly the same way or as something else if my idea works.”

That was the statement made by the young man in the corner during the 
concept sharing portion of coffee and concepts. At first, he explained the 
technical specifications, the specific tensile strengths he was sure he could 
achieve, and what it would change for the industry, but then someone 
in the room asked, “what could you make that I would care about or 
understand?” 

“I could print you a Batman Suit out of carbon fiber, custom made for 
you and your body, destroy it, and then reprint it exactly the same way 
or as something else if my idea works.”

At that point, he had the interest of the room. “So you can’t print carbon 
fiber this way now?” 

“No.”

“So you think you could and if you can invent this that it is something 
new that prints carbon fiber into free space and would be a big and 
important change for the industry?” 

“Yes.” 

“What do you need to figure this out?” 

“I need a motion control expert, an ultraviolet light expert, and money 
for a patent.” 

“Does anyone know someone who can help him?” 
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Hands go up. Within minutes, he had all he needed as introductions. A 
kind benefactor and believer gave him $15,000 as a grant for his patent, 
a local motion control shop gave him a job where he could work 50% of 
the time as a shop assistant and 50% on his project, and a retired expert 
in lighting, electrical engineering and cameras helped him with the UV 
questions. 

Fast forward, this is a company now worth over $100M transforming 
the manufacturing industry, employing many local people with high 
paying jobs and, more importantly, is an example that overlooked people 
in overlooked places have big ideas that matter… even if they haven't 
proved it yet. Remember, the emperor may have clothes and keep in 
mind… no one in that room understood exactly what he was talking 
about at first but were willing to help him chase a dream he believed in 
once, through relationship he was willing to explain. 

Community gatherings that allow for residents to get ideas out of their 
heads are important. At the very least, it solves loneliness.  At the best, 
it creates multi million dollar companies, incredible jobs, inspiration to 
try, and a hunger to learn.  

Story SPmmits

Ihe primary purpose of Otory Oummits is to encourage people to .nd 
their new gearL

Ihey happen every three to siA months, over a day and a half, usually 
Nriday night and Oaturday afternoon@eveningL Ihey are events where 
people can be mentored by powerful leaders from outside of the com…
munity, while also ta’ing a few eAtra hours to pause and ?audit( their 
lifeL F community that gathers to learn from legends as they also as’ 
and eAplore the hard &uestion, ?how am K treating the people closest 
to me%( ?am K really giving my best self to my wor’%( ?is it time for me 
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to embar’ on my neAt growth phase in life%(, and many more critical 
&uestions we often don5t ma’e time forL 

Ihese are designed to serve people who have signed up as members and 
for each of them to bring a plus 4 or people speci.cally invited by the 
Community kead Gmore on this laterHL Kf a Community kead invites 
someone, they are usually people loo’ing to Eoin or ’ey community 
sta’eholdersL Iic’ets for members are free and do include the plus 
oneL Otandard tic’ets are priced at a zB…;BV premium on top of the 
cost of &uarterly membership to incentivi9e Eoining the crew vsL Eust 
coming in for the awesome summitsL Ihis pushes the community 
toward a commitment mentality and provides one of the paths to 
sustainabilityL

Ihey follow three ’ey principles … 

4L learn from legends… it is time to bring in the big gunsL 'ou5d 
be surprised who would come to mentor at a Otory OummitL

PL recalibrate 8 launch… it is a moment to pause, ponder, and 
then push againL 

zL nerd family reunion… life is busy and we all need a good bloc’ 
of time to catch up with the people we loveL 

Ihe principles of a Otory Oummit are around the concept of gathering 
a community to build deeper connections together, learn business and 
life lessons from legends, and set intentional goals for their futureL 
Ihere are so many more small details to how these can be maAimi9ed 
and eAecuted awesomely to be a ’ey piece in the process of inspiring 
a community to begin its Eourney of ®ourishing and start shifting 
the cultureL Kf you want more help or support, we host a &uarterly 
webinar on delivering the Otory Otac’WL Teach out at”info"innova…
tioncollectiveLco”to sign up for the neAt webinar and learn to deliver an 
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inspiring and transformative Otory Otac’W in your own communityL 
Kf you5d li’e to dive in even more, we do provide the mar’eting tools, 
support manual, proEect management software, eAperience templates, 
and reporting tools to cohorts of community leaders across the world 
who are using this methodologyL 'ou can in&uire about that as well 
orj Eust ma’e it up on your own and have a blast ’nowing you are in 
the right direction and we are cheering you onxxx”

Better in Action x 2… meaning you get two stories this time 
and if you pay attention you will notice that they tip you off 
to two of the experiences we design into the Story Summits. 
Remember… there are 5 experiences across the day and a half: 

“THIS MATTERS” 

I'll never forget the sight of her in her wheelchair, with a legendary 
mechanical engineer, known for their work with one of the Microsoft 
founders, saying, "I'll help you for free because this matters."

Story Summits have a crucial role, not only in offering renowned leaders 
the chance to mentor and give back by sharing their life and business 
stories, but also in providing local individuals with the confirmation 
that their creations matter beyond their town's borders. This particular 
story involves a woman recently hospitalized due to a stroke. Like many 
stroke survivors, she lost the use of half her body and felt embarrassed and 
demoralized as nurses assisted her with showers. Lying in her hospital 
bed, she began thinking about how to solve this problem. While she 
had never considered herself an inventor, she had started attending 
Innovation Collective events with her son, which changed her perspective.

Instead of feeling helpless, she decided to create something that didn't 
exist: a telescoping and modular shower head that would enable her to 
take her own showers, even with the use of just one hand.
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She made the bold choice to participate in the startup pitch segment of the 
Story Summit, known as "Show and Tell". This wasn't merely a contest, 
but a moment for local creators to showcase their works in progress, 
allowing the community to celebrate their efforts and ask questions. 
Her husband rolled her wheelchair onto the stage, where she shared her 
story with her town and the distinguished leaders we had brought in. 
The response was incredible—multiple colleges offered to assist with her 
designs, and a world-class engineer who had flown in from thousands 
of miles away walked up to her and said, "I will help you for free because 
this matters."

Fast forward, she has her provisional patent and continuously refines her 
designs. 

Story Summits consistently provide an incredible and enduring boost 
to the community engaged in this work. When a town comes together 
to learn, celebrate, laugh, and grow as one, the positive energy becomes 
contagious.

“I CAN FIX IT” 

At the end of each Story Summit, we encourage communities to host a 
dinner that we call “The Becoming Feast”. Think church potluck meets 
tribal ceremony. After all the experiences of the Story Summit have 
happened, we close out the event with each participant grabbing a plate 
of food and sitting down in a large circle. One by one each participant 
of the Story Summit stands up and declares 4 things that they have also 
written down on their “Becoming Statements” card. 

  What inspired you this weekend? 

  Over the next three months, who do you want to focus on be-
coming or what do you want to work on creating that you 
believe will add the most beauty and value to the world? 
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  What do you want us to hold you accountable to? 

  Which of the leadership Pathway groups do you want to join 
to support you in that journey? 

Each and every time I’ve observed one of these sacred gatherings, it is 
something powerful! 

On one occasion, I had the honor to watch a member who owns a private 
jet charter company stand up for his declarations. Many of you would 
expect CEO’s, creatives, and entrepreneurs to declare projects about 
making money, launching new products, etc but you’d be amazed… 
Most often people focus on the “who they are becoming”; character based 
declarations. 

In this specific instance, there he stood. Reminiscing about how inspired 
he was by the Story Summit and the leaders who shared about the fact 
that they make their families a priority. He then pivoted to how he 
believed he didn’t give his sons the best he could have when they were 
young. He mourned the fact that they were now older. Then, he boldly 
declared that he is going to do what he can to fix it. The Becoming 
Statement was simple, “I’m becoming a better father to my grown sons 
and I want you to hold me accountable to writing my sons a letter about 
the past and the future I want to build.” 

Building a strong economy is not only about businesses and products, it 
is about the character and good goals of the leaders you are unleashing 
on the community and world. 

Tathways

Ihe primary purpose of the keadership qathways is to give people 
within a community the structured space to do the wor’6 to design 
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and deliver togetherL Ihis is not only about unloc’ing the professional 
and technical s’ills you need but also re.ning and learning personal 
growth s’ills to assist you in becoming the ’ind of person who can 
achieve your goalL 

Ihe pathways are launched coming out of Otory Oummits as a pre…
mium o!ering and are designed to drive growth in ’ey areas of an 
entrepreneur5s life through interactive group sessions over an eight 
wee’ periodL

  RAplore is not your average boo’ clubL 3e curate boo’s, 
essays, poems, and papers that will unloc’ curiosity, teach 
s’ills, deepen thoughts all in service of helping to eApand 
ideas and ’nowledge that move to actionL 1embers meet 
wee’ly to discuss the boo’ and the growth from the readingsL 
0ften we will meet with the authors for a national & and a to 
support the cohort membersL

  Ureat / is a wee’ly eAperience designed to be a series of 
conversations that wal’ through eight core areas of lifeL  Ihis 
is intended to help participants evaluate ’ey areas that are 
important in life, how they interact with them now and wish 
they could in the future as they ta’e control of their lifeL Ihe 
eight categories are vision, health, relationships, money, self 
tal’, wor’ ethic, community investment and funL 

  Otudio is a creative business model canvas eAperience where 
participants develop their ideas, learn from leaders, discuss 
with their community, and get mentored by people who are 
changing the worldL

  3RTC is a sprint where community members self re®ect on 
what they are becoming and what they need training in for 
success towards thatL Ihen, they select and complete a course 
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to gain or sharpen that speci.c s’illGsH with the support and 
accountability of their peers in wee’ly chec’ in sessions de…
signed around learner supportL 

Better in Action: 

“She won’t marry me”

Each of us have different motivations for why we want to become or 
create a better future. One of my favorite stories is about a young inventor 
who had a brilliant idea but couldn’t get it off the ground. 

Due to his inability to turn the idea into action, his girlfriend saw him 
as “unsettled” and wouldn’t commit to a long term relationship with 
him. He was frustrated because not only did he believe in the idea, but 
he wanted to build a future with her. 

He joined Studio to take his project to the next level. During the pathway, 
he realized he needed a patent. The leader of his group knew a local 
inventor who loved ideas like this young man had. He introduced the two 
of them and sure enough the inventor made a small investment into the 
young man's idea so he got the patent protection for his concept and more 
importantly he gained confidence which acted as wind in his sails. After 
the pathway was over, he began developing prototypes and then proved 
his product could work. He began pitching investors in the community 
and he received the funding he needed to begin turning his invention 
into a real business. 

Fast forward, this focused sprint and the support of his peers from the 
Pathway not only helped him create a company that has transformed 
an industry, but he is now happily married to his then girlfriend… and 
they have kids!
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We need gatherings that help of focus, hold us accountable, and encour-
age us to spend time on meaningful things instead of wallowing in our 
“could have” or “should have’s”. 

ghink Biv FestilaE

Ihe primary purpose of the Ihin’ Yig Nestival is to get industry to 
want in and the community to believeL 'a ’now, get everyone to Ihin’ 
YKU and help the YKU industry players to see your community as YKU 
I KSMRTO and 20RTO who are wor’ing hard on the future of 
their industryL 

Kt happens once a year over P…z daysL Ihey are events where people can 
see and hear about the future of innovations from the people creating 
them while meeting new friendsL Ihe event has tic’eted portions and 
free portions for the city6 members always get Kq tic’ets with special 
access to spea’ers and moreL 

Ihe Ihin’ Yig Nestival produces an industry thin’ tan’, street fair, 
spea’er series, pitch party, and an innovation awards ceremony that 
spar’s eAcitement across the communityL Kn many ways, it is the e&uiv…
alent of the county fair, but for community creativity and innovation 
instead of livestoc’ and the UravitronL 

Ihey follow four ’ey principles … 

4L gather the players… bring together and highlight not only 
locals but also the big names in the industryL  

PL put on your Ounday Yest… it is your communities moment to 
shinex ave fun and go bigx 

zL play matchma’er… while you have the big hitters in town, 
be sure to connect them to the schools and startups that 
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are interesting and aligned with their innovation and talent 
needsL 

:L this dog will hunt… when the festival is over you and all those 
who participated begin to reali9ej this is realj this is very 
realL 

Better in Action: 

“Innovation is Everywhere” 

There was something magical about seeing a senior citizen who invented 
a robot, a fortune 100 global head of innovation and a tech reporter from 
WSJ all walk down a dock together as they headed for a boat that they 
would go out on for a ride. 

To give more backstory, the senior citizen is from a small town and is 
the founder of a company that was trying to create a robot that would 
forever change an industry if it was “viable”. The industry experts said 
it wasn’t but it didn’t deter this man and his family. Together they saw 
the need for it and pursued the “nonsensical idea” anyway. After years of 
attending coffee and concepts and other events he was proud to announce 
his working prototype. He had also received funding from local investors 
to begin to scale the company. 

Seeing the value that he was creating, the local community lead began 
asking IC to help connect him to larger industry partners who might 
benefit from the product. To the local lead’s surprise, our mentor network 
was able to introduce one of the largest players in the industry who want-
ed to come see the product in action. To make this happen, the company 
would fly out the head of innovation to speak on a panel at Think Big 
Festival and then take time to go see the robot in between events. That 
way the big company got a chance to support a community but also do 
some business development for innovation. 
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Seeing the opportunity, the local community lead also asked for a big 
time journalist who could facilitate the panel. Once again, the mentor 
network was able to help again and a tech reporter from WSJ offered to 
join as the panel host and to speak at the festival. 

Now, who benefited from this panel? The town is sure to hear about the 
future of an industry and how locals are trying to add value to it. Keep 
in mind, the industry innovation focus for this town was in robotics, so 
this was an extra special moment. 

Fast forward, this company became the #1 most talked about technology 
at all of CES, has won multiple industry awards, and to this day, the 
head of innovation from that big brand still comes out to the events as a 
way to support the communities and maybe find another breakthrough 
idea and just be a part of the journey.
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Image of two boys at the Think Big Festival Tech Carnival trying 
Virtual Reality for the first time as they explore one the United States 
Nuclear Energy National Lab.
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WSJ Journalist, head of innovation and Walmart, and local robotics 
company discussing the future of automation and grocery industry. 
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Local innovator receiving the “Burt Rutan Confidence in Nonsense 
Award” for having the craziest idea that actually has turned into a 
company. The award is Burt Rutan’s ear and sideburn bronzed. Burt 
is the founder of the first private company to fly to space and back 
multiple times in a week. 

https://youtu.be/8iDw34uHJEs
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Image of a Think Big Festival speaker who was the world’s first 
recipient of a mind controlled robotic arm thanks to Johns Hopkins 
APL meeting local members of the IC community. 

. 

LocaE xRuerts

Ihe aim of kocal RAperts is to help teach the tactical s’ills it ta’es to 
build a healthy life and company or productL Consider it a free hour 
of consulting by members for membersL

Ihese usually happen in the evening,  XB minutes, the fourth Iuesday 
of the monthL
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Io help a community get the most out of kocal RAperts, we rec…
ommend the leads get all the )pitch stu!), who are you, what-s your 
business, etcL out of the way at the beginning and ma’e it fun @ 
di!erentL Ihen pivot into the members peppering the eApert with real 
life &uestions they need help withL 

Image of a local expert event at a local restaurant. Standing room 
only and host on top of bar. 

BxggxI An “ction: 

YUoPr second natPre is someone’s greatest fear…”
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Ihe power of community is that where you are weak, others are strong. 
Remember, the key to what we are building here is a strong, vibrant, 
well rounded community who is on a journey together to help each other 
achieve great goals that transform a community. 

As he took the microphone and began explaining how to understand the 
stock markets, the types of savings accounts, and how to buy bonds you 
could see the pens writing swiftly on the note pads. 

You’d think entrepreneurs would understand financial planning or feel 
comfortable with money, but when the local expert, a financial planner 
and bank board member, asked the crowd of 150 how many people felt 
like they understood money, two hands went up… two hands. 

This was an incredible opportunity for a local who has such wisdom to 
share something that he feels like everyone knows… but obviously they 
don’t. 

For the next 6 months, the local expert was sharing story after story of 
people who after attending that meeting had told him about how they 
opened investment accounts, started saving for the first time, learned 
how to budget, etc. 

Sometimes it is nice to have a friendly face take the stage and share the 
wisdom they have. You know them as “so and so”, but don’t forget that 
everyone in town has a superpower to share. 

bnwinds

Ihe aim of nwinds is to give a community space and time to come 
together, unwind, chec’ in and as’ each other )how are you doing)L 
Sothing moreL Sothing lessL
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Ihese generally happen in the evening, on the last Nriday of the 
monthL

3e Eust .nd a spot in town … a par’, bac’yard, o ce space or bar with 
a discount … to get people to bring their own beer @ buy their ownL 
Oometimes, we also Eust Eoin another event that is happeningLLL Kt is 
Eust a gatheringL Ihin’ of it li’e a running club going for a beerL

Tromotion

ow communities promote events and programming can vary, but 
what we have found to wor’ best is spotting and sharing success 
stories6 and ta’ing these messages, and often our events, to where the 
audience is, and inviting them ?in(L Temember, local news loves to tell 
stories with heart and they need things to coverL 

Ouccess stories could includej

  Ihe Nireside Chat that Eust passed

  F creator in the community who Eust started their business

  F big name spea’er coming to the community

  F new product being launched

  F youth Gwith parental permissionH who has engaged in en…
trepreneurship

jthen layer information about upcoming events and the bene.ts of 
our programmingL

Fs we believe in the potential of all people, we strive particularly hard 
to ensure everyone is and feels welcome at our events, and that to…
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gether, they have the opportunity to grow and contribute as valuable 
members of their communityL

Io help ma’e sure that happens, our approach to ma’ing our com…
munities inclusive is to .nd champions, host intro events together, 
bring events to where our audience feels comfortable, and ac’nowl…
edge and celebrate inclusionL

Tou bu

qop… p 2ens are a third…space created within a community, usually 
within the .rst 4/ monthsL F physical place where people can get 
together, but not yet a permanent locationL 0ne that will act as a tem…
porary sacred space where people can show up to wor’, read boo’s, 
play board games, or Eust unwind with their fellow membersL Ihin’ of 
it as a ?Creators Country Club( or a modern version of the Chamber 
of Commerce building designed for the ’nowledge economyL 

Kt is the )place) where members and their friends have a sacred 9one 
with creative energy, and acts as an additional layer of value to premi…
um membership and sustainabilityL

Kt can be really any spaceL F basement, an attic, a random empty store…
front, an underutili9ed art gallery, the bac’ area of a hotel, the options 
of under activated spaces in cities are endlessL  aving it be authentic 
and activated@built together as a community is importantL Ihe goal 
is to have the use of the space be in eAchange for Eust the cost of 
utilitiesL Ihe community cleans it up, helps with light .Atures, paint, 
etcL Oetting it up and cleaning it, painting it, furnishing it, should all 
be a community activityL 3hy% Yecause then we all have a connection 
and feeling of ownership in it togetherL aving co…ownership in the 
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process ma’es people proud to be a part of itL 3e want them to enter 
and thin’ )that5s my lamp), that-s my old des’, K painted that wallL 

Patent attorney with 47 years of experience teaching members about 
patent basics in a pop up den. Experts like this live in every commu-
nity. 
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Image of a basement pop up den with donated tables and chairs. This 
space was abandoned and never used.

3hen activating a space, loo’ for locations that could bene.t from a 
cleaned up space, community awareness, and new energy@foot tra cL 
Fn eAample of this, would be having a slow art gallery become a new 
pop up den space and utili9ing the empty basementL Ihe events hosted 
there should always highlight the opportunity to buy art and when 
appropriate include artists and@or the owner and their customers in 
the eventsL Ihe events and use of space don-t need to be eAtractive, 
they can be additiveL 

Ihese qop p 2ens are an important way of showcasing success both 
to the community, to each other, as well as to residents of a communi…
ty, sta’eholders and potential investors in a more permanent spaceL Kt 
gives them a proEect to wor’ on together, to show that they can truly 
create somethingL 

CEPKhoPse
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Rven our permanent spaces, clubhouses or Knnovation 2ens, as we li’e 
to call them, are all designed to showcase success and encourage the 
community to discover, dream, design and deliverL

Ihey are purposefully located in high…tra c areas and layer light…retail 
Geg co!ee or barber shopsH to attract footfall, visibility of co…wor’ing 
so people see others putting in the wor’, some form of T82 showcase 
that aligns with the YRIIRT Otory, plus o ces and an eAclusive 
membership space to give visibility of those who have had success, and 
importantly, connecting them with others starting outL
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Image of the 100+ year old abandoned building being brought back 
to life as a space to gather all the companies and activity created by the 
Better process
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Image of coworking space and offices being built into an Innovation 
Den by team members of IC Rebuild. 

ey gakeaways:

  Ohowcasing success on a sustained basis is ’ey to delivering a 
community5s qicture of OuccessL

  0ur Otory Otac’ is designed to create the rituals and rou…
tines to move people from discovering their YRIIRT Otory6 
dreaming of what could be6 to designing and delivering on 
those dreamsL 

  Kt builds over time, with each event and program serving a 
distinct purpose in the transformation of a communityL

  qromotion is about spotting and sharing success stories6 and 
ta’ing these messages, and often the events, to where the 
audience is, and inviting them ?in(L

  qop p 2ens showcase success both to the community, to 
each other, as well as to residents of a community, sta’ehold…
ers and potential investors in a more permanent spaceL
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  qermanent spaces, clubhouses or Knnovation 2ens, should 
be designed to showcase success and encourage the commu…
nity to discover, dream, design and deliverL

SPvvested “ctions

  3here in your community do people go to now in the 
evening% 3hat would be a nice place for a family dinner 
or reunion% Could you envision hosting an evening spea’…
er event there that people feel comfortable Eust ?dropping 
into( to chec’ out what is going on% 1a’e a list of these 
placesL Ihere are usually two or threeL Opea’ to the ownersj 
would they give the room for an early evening mid…wee’ 
event where you might purchase a few drin’s%

  3ho are those people in your community that have been 
successful% 3hat is their story% Fre there any that had a 
particularly interesting Eourney that you ’now of% 1a’e a 
list of these people and .gure out a plan to approach three or 
four to see if they-d be willing to tell their story to others of 
an evening, to pass on their wisdomL

  kist the co!ee shops or other venues people go to in the 
morning, where people pop in and pop out, where some…
times people might sit with their laptop to do some wor’L 
Ks there a corner to host 4B to 4; people comfortably for a 
conversation% 1a’e a listL

  0f those people you listed for the Nireside Chats, who do 
they ’now out of town that are movers and sha’ers in their 
industry% 3ould they be willing to invite them to a wee’end 
retreat where they share their ’nowledge, catch up with each 
other, have some fun and meet some ama9ing people%
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  3ho are the business eAperts in your community … the wi9ard 
mar’eters, attorneys, .nancial planners, etc% 1a’e a list and 
.gure out who you thin’ might give an hour of their time 
and advice for free in return for sitting in front of and meet…
ing a room of PB plus entrepreneurs and business ownersL

  3here do business owners and budding entrepreneurs cur…
rently hang out% Ks there a local chamber, a college, a school, 
a co!ee shop% 3hat is the local paper they ®ic’ through, the 
shop they go to that has a notice board, the school they send 
their ’ids to% Ihose are the places you can go and spea’ at, 
put up posters, hand out ®yers for your eventsL

  kastly, where are the empty buildings downtown that people 
wal’ past and wish something was in there … the empty shop 
or bar, where there once was a gallery or grocery storeL 3ho 
owns these buildings% Ihese are the people that might loan 
you the venue for a pop up clubhouse later on down the lineL 
Uet to ’now them, invite them in as sta’eholders, eAplain 
what it is you5re trying to accomplishL
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Third, Sustained 
Support

Lessons Learned: 

When embarking on a mission to provide lasting value through a 
creative community, sustainability becomes paramount. It’s crucial to 
understand that sustainability doesn’t necessarily equate to turning 
this role into a full-time job or getting rich oR of this eRort. wather, 
it’s about ensuring that the Sork you are launching endures for the 
long haul. Tustainability can take various forms, but the key is to seek 
opportunities to receive value back from the people and places posi-
tively impacted by your Sork and the community’s collective eRorts. 

We often refer to this as value for value. Mhis Sill manifest in diRerent 
Says. xembers might contribute through small fees or the gifts of 
their skills to a larger project you are Sorking on and this can be in 
eOchange for granting them varying levels of access to premium events. 
zSning, renting, or co-oSning a building that serves as a hub for 
coSorking, community gatherings, and oBce space can provide sus-
tainability. zperating a local investment club, assisting local investors 
in channeling private capital into local small businesses and startups, 
is another avenue. Tome local colleges might recogniEe the value of 
your Sork in generating economic and community impact, leading to 
demand for further education Sithin the community. It could involve 
securing contracts from the government to continue the economic 
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impact Sork being done. Udditionally, certain businesses might be 
Silling to sponsor your eRorts, either as preferred employers or to 
shoScase their services. 

xost importantly though, the key is to start Sith the community’s 
needs and eRorts, rather than Saiting solely for funding as a trans-
action to get you going. While upfront funding is nice, don’t let it 
be the sole determinant of getting started. (ive of your time and 
creativity )rst, but plan for a value eOchange once you get going. 
I emphasiEe this because many remarkable community leaders have 
burned out because they didn’t have a sustainable plan in place. zver 
time, they may feel they’ve given so much to the community Sithout 
a means to receive value in return. Mherefore, it’s vital not to approach 
this endeavor Sith the eOpectation that it Sill immediately become a 
full-time job, but rather to have a Sell-thought-out plan for realiEing 
and sustaining the value created.

In this neOt section, you Sill see a clear approach to planning hoS to 
invite key players to help Sho Sill directly bene)t from your Sork in 
building creative communities.  

Break it down: 

Melling the 14MM4w Ttory to stakeholders or potential clients re-
gionally, nationally and globally to build support and investment, so 
a community can sustain and scale their eRorts, is a key ingredient to 
moving from being on the critical list to becoming a self-sustaining 
ecosystem.

;nderstanding the audience, the investors, residents, non-pro)ts, 
corporations or other stakeholders Nie the marketCK shaping the nar-
rative appropriately Nie the messageCK and choosing the right approach 
Nie the methodC, helps everyone understand and share the 14MM4w 
Ttory, and assists key stakeholders in realigning pre-eOisting education, 
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)nancial, and economic development resources to support the bot-
tom-up shared vision.

The “BETTER Story” Diagram created by Innovation Collective

Mo unpack this further, Se Sill )rst outline the various roles and types 
of groups Se generally Sork Sith Sithin a community Nie the marketCK 
and then hoS Se tell the 14MM4w Ttory Nie the messageC and share it 
Nie the methodC to give communities the best chance of success.

Stakeholder or Leadership Stack

4very community Se Sork Sith is diRerent, but in each there is usually 
a sponsor or group of sponsors Nie funders or donorsCK organiEations 
Santing to lend their support Nsuch as the city and nonpro)tsCK plus 
individuals Silling to volunteer their time to help run eOperiences 
or programsK plus the event coordinatorPcurator that Se recommend 
recruiting locally and, most importantly, the residents.

LoS these groups Sork together for the bene)t of the community is 
key.
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Sponsors

Tponsors Ni.e. investors P donorsC consist of those peoplePrepresenta-
tives of organiEations Sho fund the program in a community.

Mheir role is to provide )nancial and other resources, ensure everyone 
is focused on the shared 5icture of TuccessPdelivering on the agree-
ment, and give visible and enthusiastic support to the process.

Hey is that they are passionate about lifting the community.

In most communities, there are successful business people Sho Sant 
to give back, to see their communities succeed, and, if presented Sith 
a potentially viable opportunity to do so, are happy to invest.

znce established, the /ommunity …ead should meet Sith this group, 
chaired by one of the investors, for an hour once every three months 
to report quarterly progress against the 5icture of Tuccess, and discuss 
any additional requirements or adjustmentsK Sith a slightly longer 
meeting to talk through the Unnual weport and plan for the year 
ahead.

In addition, sponsors should receive a monthly eOecutive report, fo-
cussed on key highlights, metrics and roadmap.

Success Team

znce the decision is made to sponsor a program Sithin a community, 
Se suggest the formation of a Tuccess Meam - a small group of no 
more than D leaders from a broad range of key organiEations Sithin 
the community Sho Sant to lend a hand, and may include one or tSo 
individual investors Sho are eager to actively get involved, chaired by 
the /ommunity …ead.
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Meam members’ role is to communicate the importance of the pro-
gram to their constituents and Sider community, provide additional 
resources Shere needed, and use their in6uence to ensure its success. 
Mhey are there to support the /ommunity …ead in their eRorts.

Mhe /ommunity …ead should meet Sith this group for an hour once 
a month to check in on outcomes people committed to the previous 
month, share successes, highlight challenges and identify speci)c Says 
everyone on the team can support the eRorts going forSard.

Community Team

Mhe /ommunity Meam is a group of )ve to ten people that Sork Sith 
the /ommunity …ead to make it all happen. Mhey help run eOperi-
ences and programs, assist Sith outreach, secure corporate sponsor-
ship and a lot more besides.

Mhey are volunteers from diRerent key organiEations, at diRerent lev-
els, Sith diRerent skill setsK all formal or informal leaders from groups 
Shose buy-in is critical to success. Mhey are invited in and coordinated 
by the /ommunity …ead Sith the support of the Tuccess Meam.

Mhey all have high credibility Sithin the community, strong inter-
personal communication and listening skills, strong action and fol-
loS-through orientation, understanding of and support for the vision 
and strategic direction, and value teamSork, participation and coop-
eration.

Mhey call on the Tuccess Meam for resources, checks and balances, 
input and help.
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zne or tSo key leaders, including the /ommunity …ead, should serve 
on both the /ommunity and Tuccess Meam to keep everything coor-
dinated.

Mhe /ommunity Meam meets formally once a quarter, more to cele-
brate successes and plan the neOt tSo quartersK and meet informally as 
needed.

Community Lead

Mhe /ommunity …ead is appointed on behalf of the Tponsors.

Mhey are the front line and face of the program Sithin a given com-
munity. Mhey are a connector of resources Sithin a toSn, the evange-
list of the 14MM4w approach, and the producer and promoter of the 
events, programs and resources, as laid out.

Mheir four core areas of responsibilities and duties are to“

A. Tuccessfully produce, promote and deliver the program of 
eOperiences including bi-Seekly and monthly gatherings, 
quarterly personal groSth and skills development programs, 
as Sell as the annual three-day innovation festival.

3. 4ngage regularly Sith local individuals Sithin the commu-
nity to empoSer them to pursue their dreams.

8. ”rive income through membership, ticket sales, corporate 
partnerships and space rentals to sustain and scale impact 
into the future.

G. Work Sith Tponsors, and manage the Tuccess and /ommu-
nity Meams in a positive and professional manner to ensure 
the community is set up for success.
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Support + Sustainability

&or a community to move from being on the critical list to becoming a 
self-sustaining ecosystem takes time, three to )ve years, no matter hoS 
you look to achieve it.

1y taking an 9inside out0 rather than 9top doSn0 approach and start-
ing Sith culture rather than concreteK it is less costly in terms of capital, 
enables a community to have more agency, and is the quickest Say 
to shoS success and build belonging built Sith economic groSth in 
mind.

The 5 Levels of a “City-as-an-Incubator” diagram diagram created 
by Innovation Collective

It also enables a community to )nance from Sithin or bootstrap, fun-
ders to test and iterate before committing to bigger investments, and 
together take a staged approach to building support and investment 
over that period Shich is Shat Se )nd Sorks best.
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It is obviously important to alSays acknoSledge and celebrate support 
of any kind, particularly in the form of goodSill and volunteerism. It 
is the lifeblood of any grassroots community eRort.

Ut the same time, moving from the critical list to becoming a self-sus-
taining ecosystem takes money - investment to set up and income to 
sustain. Mhat is Shy Se focus predominantly on )nancial support, and 
take a commercial approach to hoS Se communicate Nthe message 
and methodC Sith our sponsors. We treat them as Se Sould investors, 
focus on the return and sustainability, report as if to a 1oard, and 
evaluate and de-risk at each stage.

Plan

Mhis phase is about crafting the 14MM4w Ttory - strengths mapping 
the community and painting the 5icture of Tuccess. Mhis is usually 
made possible by a small number of sponsors coming together at the 
beginning to fund Shat is a de)ned and relatively small scale 9study0.

It is important to note, though, that this phase is also ultimately about, 
if deemed feasible, making the business case for the initial sponsors and 
other high net Sorth individuals to invest in the activation Nor notC 
of the community over three years on the premise that this has the 
potential to help build a grassroots innovation ecosystem and become 
self-sustaining during that time period.

&or these people, co-investment in the plan Sill be a relatively small 
amount. 1ut the potential costs for activation, including the role of 
/ommunity …ead, training, promotion and programming, may not 
be.

It is important to consider this as, not just a community plan in terms 
of hoS it might be presented, but a commercial endeavor, and to speak 
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their language, assuming the aim is to deliver success in the form of 
funding to move forSard.

Free

Ussuming a community has secured funding for a /ommunity …ead, 
a role Shich initially can be part-time, the training and phase one pro-
duction and promotion of events such as &ireside /hats and /oRee 
? /oncepts do not require signi)cant investment.  Mhis neOt phase is 
about building the Sider community and shoScasing success.

It is also about key leaders - particularly local residents and business 
oSners - understanding the value of the programming, Shich is Shy 
Se usually have a tip jar at our free events, actively seek sponsorship 
for them, promote heavily and gather success stories.

It is also about priming demand for the paid leadership communi-
ty oRering, including Ttory Tummits, 5athSays, …ocal 4Operts and 
;nSinds, amongst the Sider community alongside business oSners, 
universities and other potential paid members.

Paid

Ussuming a community has successfully launched the free event for-
matsK evidenced interest through the number of attendees and partic-
ipation, appetite to support these through sponsorship and demand 
for paid membership Ne.g. Sait listsCK and the team have secured further 
funding if stagedK the neOt phase is about successfully building the 
leadership community toSards self-sustainability. We do this by dri-
ving paid membership, sponsorship and other donations and support.
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Mhis phase is also about building credibility in the group’s ability to 
do this, and to test and validate demand for an innovation campus, 
particularly in the neOt phase.

Pop Up

znce a community has evidenced interest in paid programming, the 
neOt phase is about giving members a home as outlined above, and 
thereby testing and validating demand for co-Sorking.

Mhis in turn gives con)dence to potential real estate investors and 
helps build the business case further.

Clubhouse

”evelopment of a permanent clubhouse, or Innovation ”en as Se 
like to call it, is a signi)cant investment in the redevelopment of a 
community. It requires a very diRerent set of skills and approach to 
funding Shich is Shy Se have a distinct team that focuses on this.

LoSever a community chooses to develop and fund such a space, it 
is important to consider it a key ingredient of the overall ecosystem, 
Shere community membership is part of access to space and Shere 
clubhouse income is used to continue to fund programming and 
activate the community.

Mhis Sill not only diRerentiate the space from others and drive further 
demand for coSorking,  it Sill contribute, alongside membership, 
sponsorship etc., to the development of the self-sustaining ecosystem 
the community set out to achieve.
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Chart showing BETTER programming and how it can develop into 
paid programming created by Innovation Collective

Key Takeaways:

  1uilding support and investment is important so your com-
munity can sustain and scale their eRorts.

  ;nderstanding the 9market0 Ni.e. stakeholdersC, 9message0 
Ni.e. your narrativeC and 9method0 Ni.e. the approachC is key.

  Ttakeholders or …eadership Ttack includes sponsors, success 
team, community team and community lead.

  ou Sill need to think about securing support for the plan, 
free events, paid program, pop up and clubhouse.

Suggested Actions

  Tpeci)cally for your community, start making a list of suc-
cessful business people Sho may have given back in the past. 
Is there one in particular that you might knoS that you can 
speak Sith to better understand Shat they are looking for, 
hoS best to approach them, Shat might get them to Sant to 
be involved
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  Who are those that run local community groups, universities 
and schools, libraries and toSn hall, or support organiEa-
tions  xake a list, talk to them about Shat you are thinking 
and see Sho might be interested in helping out.

  Who in your community Sants to make a diRerence, might 
have eOperience to oRer, is someone that may be interested 
in giving some of their time.

  /an you identify people in your community that are great 
conveners that could host a broad cross-section of your com-
munity  Mhose that, if they threS an event, others Sould be 
curious to go to  xake a list of these people.

  LoS much eRort and cost do you think it Sould take to put 
a plan together your sponsors Sould back for three years  
Mhink business case  xaybe talk to a local accountancy )rm 
or business person about Shat they Sould eOpect and hoS 
much time they feel it might take to create a compelling plan. 
5ut a cost to it, add some contingency, and that is the budget 
you need covered by F or 7 successful business people to get 
you going. It Sill be small money for them but they’ll eOpect 
something proper from it so make sure you plan in enough. 
znce you have that secured“ congratulations. ou’re on 
your Say.
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Time to ACT

Well, that's a wrap! 

Our world needs people like you to try new things and take seriously 
the power of community to transform lives and economies. When we 
are facing what feels like a crisis every other day, it is hard to believe 
that an intentionally created community can be the core driver of the 
change we are looking for… but it is. 

We have far too long let society fall into the trap of comfort and 
consumption. This has resulted in broken economies and struggling 
people. Instead let’s do hard things and build the future together. Let’s 
honor the magic in each of us and spend our time on things we believe 
in; things that matter. 

With every ounce of my being, I beg you to lead in your community 
and normalize setting clear goals, mentorship, and gatherings that 
inspire, celebrate and support those on the journey of (ourishing. 

If you’d like to learn more about how we can come alongside you, 
please do not hesitate to connect with us. There are many ways we can 
support and it ranges from you being a part of our national association 
)no costq and plugging into Buarterly calls to hear updates about 
other communities creating and implementing the Eetter model, to us 
coaching, training, and supporting you, your community, company, 
or real estate campus every step of the way or, you could just not try 
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and settle into the couch, watch another xet(i: episode and then 
whine about how you wish the world was di“erent. 

I’ll leave you with two Buotes and a thoughtA 

”–ll around you, people will be tiptoeing through life, just to arrive 
at death safely. Eut dear children, do not tiptoe. 1un, hop, skip, or 
dance, just don't tiptoe.S  C Mhane Hlaiborne 

SDost men lead lives of Buiet desperation and go to the grave with the 
song still in them.S C enry avid Thoreau

The world needs leadership right now to help us all sing our song. 
The only progress that really matters is progress that leaves humanity 
ERTTR1 in the long run. It is time to act and you are the one to lead.

Onward!  
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Behind the scenes

The Organization(s): 

It was back in 2013 when all of this started. It was urst a fxn ep-erim
gent that yot oxt of hand and actxallF transforged a town. ,ast form
ward to todaFv and we ha9e worked across 3 coxntriesv 12 statesv U Cnim
9ersities and Nolleyesv 3 Lational Tabsv and we ha9e e9en comaxthored 
national leyislation desiyned to sx--ort rebxildiny coggxnities and 
econogies. 

Ao ser9ice this workv we ha9e set x- a -arent cog-anFv Heso- Indxsm
tries Incv that in9ests in and sx--orts cog-anies transforginy cogm
gxnities and econogies in a waF that xnleashes :xgan ,loxrishiny. 

Ahe cog-anies in the Heso- Indxstries Inc ,agilF areB 

  Inno9ation Nollecti9eB H cog-anF that desiyns and ig-lem
gents cxstog ,loxrishiny -lans xsiny the Eetter godel for 
coggxnitiesv cor-orationsv and real estate cag-xses. 

  Exild NitiesB  H diyital  network bxilt  on the ERAARj 
gethodv allowiny -eo-le worldwide to share their -ro5ects 
and skillsv yather for e9entsv and collaborate locallF and ylobm
allF. It is desiyned for xni9ersal xsev with featxres for yo9m
erngentsv cor-orationsv and real estate de9elo-ers to attract 
and sx--ort their taryet residentsv eg-loFeesv and tenants bF 
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-ro9idiny better social and econogic infrastrxctxre. Exild 
Nities is the godern workv li9ev -laFv learnv create network.

  jeHliyn +entxresB H series seed and H 9entxre ca-ital fxnd 
that de-loFs wisdogv accessv and ca-ital within creati9e 
coggxnities to hel- yrow sxccessfxl cog-anies that transm
forg the world. jeHliyn +entxres has a teag of o9er 300“ 
gentors called 'Ahe ,ellows"" who acti9elF enyaye in sx-m
-ortiny Eetter Noggxnities. 

  IN jeExildB Hn indxstrF leader in desiyninyv de9elo-inyv 
and acti9atiny -ro-erties for the godern workv li9ev -laFv 
learnv create lifestFle xsiny the ERAARj gethod as the sx-er 
agenitF. It o-erates frog a belief that the real estate indxstrF 
has created egotionless zbopesz and laSilF relied on garket 
forces to ull theg x-. jeExild xses an a--roach to acti9ate 
-ro-erties and attract or retain tenants that redeunes the 
zwhFz behind the zwhere.z

The Author: 

Lick /goot is the -assionate sFstegs thinker behind this work. :e 
has a lony historF in coggxnitF de9elo-gentv has foxnded andqor 
in9ested in 1U cog-aniesv desiynedv in9ested inv andqor de9elo-ed 
o9er V00v000 sK feet of coggxnitF and startx- s-acev comaxthored 
state and federal leyislationv is obsessed with hargoniSiny the hxgan 
condition with late staye ca-italisgv and is a biy belie9er of the gayic 
inside e9erF hxgan. 

The Inspirations: 

Ahis book coxld not ha9e been cog-leted withoxt the insiyhts and 
sx--ort of so ganF -eo-le. 
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,irstv there is Penn ,arwell. Penn is not onlF a badmass leader chag-im
oniny Inno9ation Nollecti9ev bxt she is also a forger 9illaye adginism
tratorv a rxral econogic de9elo-gent s-ecialistv yrant yxrx and detail 
obsessed. Pennv Fox are a leyend and this book woxld not be cog-lete 
withoxt Foxv Foxr thoxyhtsv and Foxr additions. 

Leptv we ha9e Pens Eacheg. Pens is a -artner in Heso- and can take the 
gost abstract and creati9e conce-t and boil it down to the gost beaxm
tifxllF sig-le chart. :is yift for this is borderline frxstratiny becaxse 
he is so yood at it. Hs a leaderv Pens has -atience and wisdog that has 
hel-ed reune this godel into sogethiny that can gore easilF s-read to 
the world. Pensv Fox trxlF are a yift to the world. 

Lowv we ha9e Hgish Watel. Hgish is not onlF a cofoxnder of jeHliyn 
+entxresv bxt also a 9oice in the biy cities sinyiny the -raises of this 
re9olxtionarF godel we ha9e been workiny on for Fears. !hat an 
incredible 5oxrneF it has been’ ,rog beiny a s-eaker at soge of the 9erF 
urst e9ents to now beiny a comfoxnder with Fox in jeHliyn +entxresv 
Fox are li9iny a regarkable lifev and Foxr 9oice holds siyniucant 9alxe 
for ge and coxntless others.

TastlFv IDd like to gention a few keF folks who ha9e hel-ed -xsh gev 
challenye ge or ins-ire ge. Erad Gxydalev Fox ha9e alwaFs been there. 
Ahank Fox. Loag NhogskFv thank Fox for -xshiny ge to think of 
waFs to create a better world. 6xr tige s-ent toyether will alwaFs 
be s-ecial. LelF Yalanv Fox s-icF -owerhoxse Fox’ 7ox ha9e shown 
ge that tradegarks gatter and I can be gore than I thoxyht. Oike 
Oilkenv Foxr -assion and epecxtion in sha-iny the world is so yood 
and has left ig-rints on ge that will ne9er lea9e. /te9e Nasev thank 
Fox for godeliny for ge what -ower and in”xence can look like as Fox 
ha9e led a contrarian go9egent to wake x- and -aF attention to the 
o9erlooked -laces. Gr. Nharles Exckv oxr late niyht discxssions aboxt 
how to re9olxtioniSe the edxcation indxstrF. Exrt jxtanv Fox ha9e 
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shown ge what trxe 'conudence in nonsense( looks like and I ho-e 
to gake Fox -roxd. Gee-ak Nho-rav Foxr belief in the ,loxrishiny 
Wledye geans the world to xs. Poe :eathv I will ne9er foryet Fox 
hel-iny ge -aint the wall in the 9erF urst -o- x- den. Goxy and 
Hnnette /gootv Fox ha9e been sxch a hel- and ins-iration alony the 
waFv thank Fox. Hnderson and Htticxsv gF sonsv thank Fox for beiny 
gF assistants in this 5oxrneF. Hnnav oxr gorniny co@ee to share oxr 
wild ideas has been sxch a wonderfxl yift and Foxr steadF heart and 
gind as we ep-lore todaF is sogethiny IDg dee-lF yratefxl for. 

Ao all of Fox who ha9e hel-edv shared insiyhtsv wisdogv and  thoxyhts 
that ha9e challenyed and sha-ed gev I ag fore9er yratefxl for the 
ad9entxrev beaxtFv and -ain we ha9e ep-erienced toyether. 

OaF wev toyetherv yi9e the best of oxrsel9es to the world we belie9e in. 

Additional Resources

Ao siyn the ,loxrishiny Wledyev 9isit www.,loxrishinyWledye.cog

:ead to and siyn the -ledye. ,rog therev Fox will recei9e a gonthlF 
newsletterqx-date that will ha9e hel-fxl links and tools for creatiny 
a ”oxrishiny -lan for Foxr coggxnitF. HdditionallFv we will in9ite 
Fox to a KxarterlF call and worksho- where we will -ro9ide traininysv 
o--ortxnities for cities creatiny -lans to share how theF are ig-lem
gentiny thegv and toyether we can go9e oxr ,loxrishiny Wledyes into 
epecxtable ,loxrishiny Wlans.

NlxbhoxsesB

H walkmthroxyh of  can be 9iewed herev or oxr colleayxes at IN jebxild 
can share gore aboxt how we do it.

69er9iew of a Ahink Eiy ,esti9alB 
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H 9ideo hiyhliyhtiny what a Ahink Eiy ,esti9al can look like. Nontact 
Inno9ation Nollecti9e to learn gore. +iew here. 

Nonudence in Lonsense awardsB 

,xn 9ideo of Lick /goot inter9iewiny leyendarF in9entor Exrt jxtan 
to frage x- the 'Nonudence in Lonsense( awards for the Ahink Eiy 
,esti9als. Ahis 9ideo is an epag-le of the tF-e of cxltxre Fox aig to 
create. +iew here. 

Ahe Hgerican Greag ,actorF WodcastB 

Lick /goot hosts the Hgerican Greag ,actorF Wodcast where he 
inter9iews gegbers and leaders aboxt the idea of a shared ylobal 
ep-erigent to rego9e barriers in hel-iny -eo-le achie9e yreatness. 
Tisten here. 

Nontact xsB 

Wlease do not hesitate to contact xs. /end an egail info inno9ation
collecti9e.co  andqor siyn the ,loxrishiny Wledye. TetDs be friends and 
chanye the world toyether. 


